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....----Contributors to this Issue----. 
E. REGINALD GOOD, Kitchener, Ontario, is a native of Ontario, 
a student at the University of Waterloo, and Assistant to the 
Curator, Doon Pioneer Village, Kitchener . His article in this issue 
is the first in a series of studies on Canadian fraktur artists and 
their work. 
GERALD L. POCIUS, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is a native 
of Pennsylvania and a doctoral student at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He has recently accepted a lectureship in folklife 
studies at the Memorial University, St. Johns, Newfoundland, 
Canada. His most recent article in our journal is "Veterinary 
Folk Medicine in Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania, " Penn-
sylvania Folklije, XXV:4 (Summer 1976), 2-15. 
DR. ROBERT A. BARAKAT, St. Johns, Newfoundland, Canada, 
is a native of Massachusetts who received his Ph.D. degree in 
the Department of Folklore and Folklife at the University of 
Pennsylvania, with a dissertation on the Tobacco Culture of 
Eastern Pennsylvania. Dr. Barakat 's most recent volume is 
Cistercian Sign Language (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Cistercian 
Publications, 1975), No. 11 in the Cistercian Study Series. He teaches 
anthropology, with emphasis on historic archaeology, at the Memorial 
University, St. Johns, Newfoundland. 
DR. LOUIS WINKLER, State College, Pennsylvania, is pro-
fessor of astronomy at the Pennsylvania State University. To 
our pages he has contributed a long series of articles on various 
aspects of Pennsylvania German astronomy and astrology. His 
article in this issue deals with the Franklin almanacs and their 
relation to the Pennsylvania German community. 
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Isaac Ziegler Hunsicker: 
Ontario Schoolmaster and Fraktur Artist 
E. Reginald Good 
While much study has been done on frakt ur art in 
Pennsylvania, little attention has been given to the 
fraktur art and artists of Ontario, and to the itinerant 
artists who travelled between Pennsylvania and Ontario 
in the 19th Century. 
Most Pennsylvania-German sett lers in Ontario were 
Mennonites whose political sympathies lay with the 
Bri tish Crown. Three years following the Peace of 
Paris in 1783 (which marked the end of the Bri tish-
American conflict) five Mennonite families are believed 
to have migrated to Ontario and settled at Niagara , 
near present-day St. Catherines. I 
By 1828, according to the Ecclesiastical Chart 
of Upper Canada, Mennonites numbered 3,552, and 
were fo und in three main settlements - Niagara , 
Water loo, and York. 2 
Niagara was the earliest colony, begun in 1786, 
with most of its inhabitants coming from Bucks 
County, Pennsylvania. Here the fraktur technique 
was perpetuated mainly through the parochial singing 
schools. J 
Waterloo, by far the largest Mennonite settlement 
in Ontario, was initiated in 1800. Most families here 
came from Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. 4 In this 
area Pennsylvania-German traditions survived longer 
than in any of the other settlements discussed in this 
paper. 
York, in the vicinity of present-day Toronto, was 
the last significant colony to be settled by Penn-
sylvania-German immigrants, beginning in 1803. 5 
Mennonites from throughout both Pennsylvania and 
the Ontario colonies were attracted here. 
'Epp, Frank H., Mennonites in Canada (Canada: The Macmilla n 
Company of Canada Ltd ., 1974), p . 56. Frank Epp' s book is the 
first comprehensive volume on Mennonites in Canada. It in-
corporates the scholarship of earlier local historians. A possible 
weakness is that the coverage of Swiss Mennonites is not as 
thorough as that of Russian Mennonites. Frank Epp is currently 
president of Conrad Grebel College on the campus of the University 
of Waterloo . 
' Burkholder , L. J ., A Brief History of the Mennonites in Ontario 
(Markham: The Mennonite Conference (MC) of Ontario, 1935), 
p. 25 . This is the most thorough and best documented of books 
dealing with Ontario Mennonite groups. It emphasises the history 
of the (MC) Mennonites. Burkholder (1875-1949) was for many 
years Pastor in, and Moderator of, the Ontario Mennonite Con-
ference, as well as historian of that organization. 
'Epp, loc. cit. 
'Eby, Ezra E., A Biographical History of Waterloo Township 
(Berlin:. 1895-1896, reprinted 1974 by E'ldon Weber) , p . 6. Eby 
was an Important and often quoted Mennonite historian of Water-
loo County . His writings were source ' materials for many 
historical and genealogical volumes . 
' Epp, p . 61. 
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Many fraktur artists who practised in these Ontario 
communities are worthy of study. Mention must be 
made of Jacob Schumacher (itinerant), Samuel Meyer 
(N iagara), and Christian Hoover (Markham). My own 
work on Waterloo artists Joseph Bauman 6 and Anna 
Weber' goes a small way towar9 ameliorating the 
ignorance of scholars regarding Ontario fraktur artists. 
Among these practitioners is one who deserves more 
careful attention - Isaac Ziegler Hunsicker (1803-1870). 
Isaac Z. Hunsicker was a professional Waterloo 
County, Ontario, frakt ur artist and schoolm aster. He 
made color drawings and Sch ierschnibble (paper 
cuttings) for his pupils, Tafeln (family records) 
for parents' Bibles, and Scheine (certificates) to 
record the births, baptisms, and family histories 
of patrons. 
As in Pennsylvania , so in Ontario, the art of 
fraktur in the 19th Century Mennonite communities 
"had been chiefly perpetuated by deliberate instruction 
in German schools by German schoolmasters". 8 
Hunsicker was among "the most prominent teachers 
from that early period'" and, of these, the most 
capable artist. In the period 1835-1855, mainly 
through the efforts of Hunsicker, the quality of 
fraktur produced in Waterloo County schools reached 
its peak. 
Recognition has come slowly for Hunsicker. Al-
though he produced a large quantity of the Ontario 
fraktur, much of it signed, he is still listed in the 
Philadelphia Free Library (which houses the largest 
public collection of fraktur in the United States) as 
an "anonymous" Ontario artist. One Canadian writer 
refers to Hunsicker as the "master of cut-paper 
angels," I 0 and attributes only two frakturs (both 
Schierschnibble) to his hand. 
Isaac Z . Hunsicker was bOIn the twenty-ninth of 
January, 1803, in Skippack Township, Montgomery 
County, Pennsylvania, " and immigrated to Waterloo 
prior to 1830, when he illuminated the family record 
' Good , E. Reginald , "Ontario Fraktur Artist Joseph Bauman 
(1815-1890)," The Canadian Col/ector, XI:4 (1976),35-37. 
' Good, E. Reginald , Anna's Art (Kitchener: Pochauna Publications, 
1976). 
'Shelley, Donald A., The Fraktur Writings or J1/uminated Manu-
scripts of the Pennsylvania-Germans (Allentown, Pa.: The 
Pennsylvania-German Folklore Society, 1958-1959), p. lOll . 
' [Pearce, Thomas), "Educational History in the County," 100 Years 
of Progress III Waterloo County (Waterloo: The Chronicle Tele-
graph, 1906),j) . 23 . 
" Patterson, N. L., " 1m Zeichen Der Zwillinge," Waterloo Historical 
Society, LXIII (197), 25. 
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Birth certificate made by Isaac Hunsicker, for Jacob Kolb, in 1861. Private Collection, Goshen, Indiana. 
A facial motif frequently illuminating the fraktur writi,!gs of Isaac Z. Hunsicker. 
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(Figure 2) in the Bible of the Jacob Kolb family , 
resident there. His strict Mennonite upbringing was 
probably the more severe because of the church offices 
held by close relatives. Isaac's uncle, Henry Hunsicker, 
was the local Bishop, and Grandfather Isaac Hunsicker 
was a deacon. '2 "The Skippack congregation was 
very slow to adapt to progress ive methods ... due 
to a few very conservative ministers." 13 
Menno Simons, one of the earliest leaders of the 
Mennonites, and the man whose name they bear, 
wrote that children should be "instructed in reading 
and writing ; bring them up to habits of industry, 
and let them learn such trades as are suitable and 
adapted to their age and constitution" . " 
Mennonite schoolmasters encouraged hard work, 
and many , like Christopher Dock of Skippack, 
rewarded diligence with colorful fraktur; often this 
served as a model for the artistic endeavors of students. 
Dock encouraged the making of Vorschriften which 
were often illuminated with stylized birds and flowers. 
Dock (d. 1771) "has been acknowledged as a major 
force in the development of the fraktur technique" .' s 
Skippack was a fertile field for fraktur artists, 
given the high concentration of Mennonite settlement 
and the encouragement of this traditional art form 
within the school system. Teachers were frequently 
masters of fraktur, but not all have left signed 
examples of their work. It is conceivable that Isaac 
Hunsicker's schoolmaster, Jacob Humel (taught 1812-
1815)' 6 made the anonymous Skippack frakturs depic-
ting springing deer·. This same motif is present in a 
Schierschnibble Hunsicker made as an adult. See 
Figure 4 . 
Isaac Hunsicker was probably neither a strong nor 
a healthy boy. Most Mennonite youth were destined 
to be farmers, and only if one were physically unfit 
for farm labor, would one resort to the teaching 
profession with its meagre earnings . 
Mennonite teachers of the 19th Century were 
expected to master the art of calligraphy, as it was 
a basic subject in the curriculum . Possibly Hunsicker 
imitated the examples of other professionals or paid a 
retired master to instruct him. Hunsicker became 
adept at printing in the traditional fraktur style, 
and learned to make the skillful drawings which 
decorate hand-printed certificates. Instead of using a 
flat watercolor, he, like many professionals, often 
used cherry gum to achieve a glossy intensity in his 
work. (See Figure 5.) 
" Wenger, J. C., History of the Mennonites of the Franconia 
Conference (Telford, Pa .: Franconia Mennonite Historical Society, 
1937), p. 275. 
" Eby, p . 105 . 
"Simons, Menno, The Complete Works of Menno Simons (Elkhart, 
Indiana : n .p ., 1871), p. 275 . 
" Shelley, p . 108 . 
" Heckler, James Y., History of Lower Salford Township in 
Sketches, Commencing with a History of Harleysville (Harleys-
ville , Pa .: Weekly News Office, 1888). 
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Fraktur illumination in the Bible of Jacob Kolb, 
Waterloo, Ontario. This is the earliest extant work 
of Hunsicker, circa 1830. Collection of Doon 
Pioneer Village, Kitchener. 
"Part of the master's work was to see that the 
children's pens were kept properly made and mended, 
his ability as a teacher being reckoned largely by his 
proficiency in this line in a time when to read, to 
write and to cipher were considered sufficient education 
for ordinary people." 17 
I7Scherck, M . G., Pen Pictures of Early Pioneer Life in Upper 
Canada (Toronto: William Briggs, 1905), p. 77. 
Bookmark made by 
Hunsicker in 1837, as 
an award of merit for 
student Joseph Shantz. 
The 1. chantz Collection, 
Waterloo, Ontario . 
The ear li est evidence indicate that H un icker was 
a choo lm a ter in Bre lau, Waterloo o unty, early 
in 1837, for in that year he made an award of merit 
for a tudent, Jo eph hantz . Jo eph , who was six 
year o ld at the time, received a bookmark for out-
tanding achivement in cia se co nducted by Hunsicker 
at the Bre la u school. The drawing (Figure 2) is of 
two di spropo rtionately large birds which have lighted 
o n a minu cule, heartshaped tree. 
" Beg inning May , 1837, Mr. Isaac Z. Hunsicker 
taught in the Red choolhou e for nine months." '8 
This chool, the large t of several scattered throughout 
Water loo Cou nty, was loca ted o n Bishop Benj a min 
Eby' (Mennonite) church property. During the term 
Hunsicker erved here, a Preceptor Lied (Teacher's 
ong) attributed to him was printed by Bishop Eby's 
o n . The text of the Lied reveals that the author 
was both a schoolmaster and singing teacher - quali-
fications met by Hunsicker , and the style and quality 
are comparable to other poems signed by him . 
Following is a versified translation of the first stanza: 
Ja Preceptor bin ich gennant, 
Weil ich die Jugend lehre, 
Es g 'flillt mir wahl im led 'gen Stand, 
Dann das ist meine Ehre. 
Und wann die Schuler singen, 
So hor ich meine Freud; 
Gefall ich nicht den Menschen allen 
Wann ich nur kan Gatt gefallen; 
Das ist meine Lust 
Und das ist meine Freud. 
(Indeed I'm called a Preceptor, 
Because J teach the youth. 
I find in lowly service pleasure -
That is my honour, truth . 
And when J hear the pupils sing, 
My soul is filled with joy. 
Even if men cannot be pleased, 
But I find my God's appeased, 
Then there is happiness 
And surely I havejoy.) 
noted, Hun icker had been in anada ome time 
prior to 1 3 . I n January of 1 36 he made a Geburls-
und Tauf- che/l1 (birth and bapti mal certifi ate) for 
aria rb, (b. 1 1 ), \ ho, the author peculate, \ as 
probabl a tudent of Hun icker' . I aa needed the 
money he recei ed from ommi ioned \ ork of thi 
ort. "Teaching \ a far from a profitable 0 cupation, 
meagre alarie being obtained through public ub-
cription. en the e monie ere forthcoming onl 
during winter month when tudent \ ere free to 
attend." '9 
onsidering the in ufficient upport he ould ha e 
been able to pro ide, it i under tandable wh I aac 
long remained a bachelor. H e wa thirty- ix ear 
of age before he met hi bride. 
Magdalena Erb wa half hi age - o nl y eighteen 
yea r old when, in June of 1839, they are recorded 
as having been wed in Galt by Anglican mini ter 
Reverend John Bayne. 2o Magdalena ' decea ed grand-
father wa the founder of Preston (now Camb ridge), 
Ontario, a nd her uncle, Jo eph Erb, "conducted hi 
business which then con isted of the g ri t mill s, di -
tillery, general store, and a large farm of nearly 500 
acre ".21 
Isaac Hun icker was as i ted in etti ng up shop 
in the Erb fa mily grocery tore, and in 1839 he adver-
tised his stock in the Berlin (now Kitchener), Ontario , 
newspaper , Die Allgemeine Zeitung. This new oc-
cupation, however , did not prevent Hunsicker from 
continuing in the teaching profess ion . Teachers at that 
time were mostly "tradesmen who were engaged in 
other occupations the rest of the year". 22 Hunsicker 
taught at the Preston school, which was established 
the same year he set up business there. 23 
Isaac Hunsicker and his wife Magdalena lived 
rather comfortably on the one acre of land which 
her uncle owned . They had a "good frame house 
stable, and shed " for the customers who came t~ 
the little store which they called a Waarenhaus. 2' 
Here, in 1840, the Hunsickers' first child , 10 eph, 
was born. 21 
U~fortun~tely Isaac did not prosper financially, 
and In Apnl of 1841, Otto Klotz (superintendent of 
the Preston school) lists the property for sale in Die 
Allgemeine Zeitung. 
In 1 anuary of 1842 the land was sold. 26 The H un-
sickers moved to Berlin where twins, Mary Ann and 
" Pearce, Thomas, " School History, Waterloo County and Berlin .. 
Waterloo HistOrical Society (Berlin: 1914) p. 31 ' 
::[Pearce]' "Educational History in the C~unty," loc. cit. 
. Der Ca.nada Morgenstern, June 6, 1839, p. 3. Genealogical · 
In forma~lOn regarding the Hunsickers is inconclusive, leading to 
speculation that there may have been some irregularities in it 
~ ~ch as, for example, a child born out of wedlock. ' 
Eby, p , ISS . 
:: [pearce], "Educational History in the County," loc. cit. 
Der Canada Morgenstern, loco cit. 
:: Die Allgemeine Zeitung, April 12, 1841, p. 3. 
26 Waterloo County Cen~us Report for 1851. 
Records In the Cambridge, Ontario, Registry Office . 
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Lydia Ann, were born in Aug us t of that year. 27 Mary 
Ann di ed in 1843 28 and was buried at Berlin' "Ea t 
nd" M e nnonite m eeting house (now Firs t Mennonite 
hurc h). Perhaps I aac' brother, Deacon Michael Z . 
Hun icker , offic iated at th e fun e ral. H e mu t have 
been a capable peaker, becau e he was ordai ned as 
mini ter in thi house about one year later. 29 
Another gir l, Charlotte, wa borry in 1845. )0 As 
the Huns icker children grew older, they benefitted 
greatly from their father' in truction. According to 
county chool in pector, Thomas Pearce, a rithmetic 
was the ubject most heavily emphasized by the 
teachers.) 1 [n the course of time, Isaac's son Jacob 
"became inclined toward the mercantile profess ion" )2 
and wrote economic reports for vario us publications. 
When Pearce tate that "writing i on the whole 
fair, in a few schools exce llent" )' there i no doubt 
that he was referring to those in which Hunsicker 
taught. [ aac, him elf a master of ca lli graph y, ins tilled 
the art of writing in his students. Those who exce lled 
were rewarded, often with Schierschnibble. (See Figures 
" Walerl oo Counl y en us Repon for 185 1. 
" Eby, p. 154 . 
" Burkholdcr, p. 296 . 
' · Waterloo Counly Census Repon for 1851. 
" Pea rce, Thomas, Report 0 11 fhe Public Schools of fhe OUllfy 
of Waferloo (Galt: 1873), p. 5. 
" Eby, loc. Cif. 
" Pearce , lac. Cif. 
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T,:" ~])t" 10~" ~~ltI\lllllUIl' 
, -
; "n~'" "n . ~"'.t " .. k :fl'il"~' ",$ .. f' ... "I, 
3),t' ~1"I\~t anrii )"p_ II~, ~i~T. 
'J I}\)(r~" i~'r r,.~t(f ~U1l\';t fuY 011 • 
1m "".'. "n(,rt 'hn .. ~},,1l "(r itl, ' '' ''.' . 
3 a nd 4 .) The e were made by folding paper, drawing 
off a pattern , and culling out the de ign with a knife. ' 4 
[n the case of Veronika Schumacher and Lydia Kolb, 
hand-printed Ceburts-Scheine were pas ted in the blank 
centres of th eir chierschnibble. They probably printed 
th em them elves, encouraged and perhaps assisted by 
th eir teacher. 
Hun ic ker mus t have found real sa ti fa ction 111 
hi work . However, in 1854, the udden deaths of 
hi wife, Magdalena, and you nge t child, John , ended 
hi happine . Both were buried at the "East End" 
Mennonite meeting house. ' s 
[ aac and hi s three remainin g chi ldren lived on in 
the o ne-s tory frame lodging with no mother to care 
for them or guide them. A s ingle ' cow was the whole 
of their taxable po ess ions. J6 With the pittance he 
rece ived as a teacher, Isaac probably could IlOt afford 
to hire a hou ekeeper, and hi children were a lm o t 
ce rta inl y " farm ed OUl" to li ve wilh friend s . One record 
indi ca tes lhat Hunsicker may even have converted 
to Lutheranism. " 
" Shell ey , p. 79. 
J< cmelery Records for Ihc "Easl nd" M ennonile M eelinghouse. 
" Walerl oo ounl y A ssessmenl Roll for 1853 . 
" Wal er loo Counl y Census Repon for 186 1. The author, however, 
Icnds 10 qucsli on Ihe accuracy o f Ihis record. Hunsicker li ved 
wilh M ennoni lc families for Ihe remainder o f his life and is 
presumab ly buried al Ihe " aSI End" M ennonilc meelinghousc. 
Elaborate Schierschnibble 
execu ted by Hunsicker 
as an award of merit 
fo r studen t Maria Bau-
man, in 1855 . 
.--
~ Ie iCJ U:4iXt .. 
... i 
... 




- _ .. . ~ ._ - :=.-"' - --»M~si; book made by Hunsicker August '30, 1844, jor pupil Elizabeth Martin. It contains 44 pages oj 
music (copied in Hunsicker 's hand) oj both German and English tunes. 
Soon Isaac Hun icker was agai n teaching, thi time 
in Woolwich Town hip . He led a more itinerant life 
following the death of hi wife, teaching in both 
Waterloo and Oxford Countie . As Hunsicker was 
growing older, he taught les in the parochial chool 
sys tem, and more in short-term inging cla ses which 
were held for the young people in sca ttered rural 
communi tie . (Figure 7 i the bookplate for a singing 
book which Hun icker made for a student.) " The 
pay the teacher received did not, as might be expected 
in uch circum tances, amount to too much. He had 
however , free board." J8 
Hun icker's artistic creativity was not curbed, and 
in 1855 he cut a Schierschnibble (ee Figure 4) as 
an award of merit for a student, Maria Baumann, 
of Woolwich Township. In cribed are the word: 
Maria Baumann 
War eine Brave and Fleissige Schulerin. 
Dies bezeug '{ auch dieses Bilde hier, 
Welches ihr Lehrer gemach{ Jilr Sie, 
1m Jahr unsers herrn Jesu Christi 1855. 
" Scherck, p . 74. 
(For a hard-working and industriou student. 
This picture, which testifies to that , 
Was made for her by her teacher, 
In the year of our Lord Jesu Christ, 1855.) 
The elaborately cut Schierschnibble as made by 
Hunsicker are quite rare. "Most of the cutwork that 
has urvived is the work of only a very few arti sts. " 39 
It " is more than likely the work of a few European 
craftsmen who were expert in the tradition and who 
con tin ued to practice it here after their arrival.' >40 
Obviously Hunsicker did not learn the art in Europe, 
and in his home in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, 
no record exists of a Schierschnibble school. It may 
have been an individual accomplishment, influenced 
perhaps by an example he had seen. 
In 1861 Hunsicker is recorded to be living again 
in Berlin, this time with the Jacob Z. Kolb family. 
While here, Isaac made a skillfully executed Geburts-
Schein (Figure 5) for his host. The text is as follows: 
" Shelley. p . 68 . 
· ' Shelley. pp . 79-80. 
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Schierschnibble (folded) attributed to Isaac Hunsicker. 
Note heart and bird motifs. 
Geburts Schein von Joseph Kolb 
Geboren, August den 30sten 1839. 
Wann wir kaum geboren werden, 1st, vom ersten 
Lebenstrilt 
Bis zum kuhlen Grab der Erden, Nur ein kurz 
gemess'ner Schrilt. 
Ach! mit jedem Augenblick, Gehet uns're Kraft zuruck, 
Und wir sind mit jedem Jahr, Allzurei/ zur Todtenbahre. 
Und wer weiss in welcher Slunde, Uns die letzte 
Slimme weckl? 
Denn Gal! hat's mil seinem Munde, keinem Menschen 
noch entdeckl. 
Wer sein Haus nun wahl beslellt, Geht mit Freuden 
aus der Welt. 
Da die Sicherheit hingegen, Ewig's Slerben kann erregen. 
All mein Anfang zu jeder Frisl, Geschieht im Namen 
Jesu Chrisl, 
Der Slehe bey mir Fr'Uh und Spat, Bis all mein Thun 
ein Ende hal. 
Ja, Joseph Kolb bin ich genannt, Mein Leben SIehl 
in Galles Hand, 
Ich leb' nun jelzl in dieser Well, So lang es meinem 
Gall gejallt, 
Und wann mein, Leben laufl zu End, So nimm mich 
aus dem gross Elend! 
Ja, Valer! dir Befehl ich mich, Nimm mich dann 
auf, ganz williglich. 
Sollt dieses nun verloren gehn, So kann man hier 
mein Name sehn. 
In Waterloo Caunty wohn' ich, Hier nach vernemlich 
richle dich. 
Joseph Kolb 
Aus Lieb und Andenken an Dich J .K. geschrieben 
in Hause deines Gross -
Valers in dem Taunschip und Caunly Walerloo, und 
Provinz Canada, 
1861. von I.Z. Hunsicker 
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Birth Certificate of Joseph Kolb 
Born the 30th of August , 1839 . 
The bir th to us which God, He ga ve, Is the fir t and 
biggest tride 
Leading to the morta l grave , Con idered sma ll the 
step is wide. 
Oh with every fl eeting hour , Returns to You the gift 
of power , 
And we a re with every yea r, All too ripe for the 
fun era l bier. 
And who sha ll know the fin a l tim e, When a t las t The 
Vo ice sha ll chime? 
Fo r God to no ma n ever spoke, Revea ling death, 
hi s end is cloa ked . 
Whoever sha ll hi house prepare , Leaves with joy; 
hi s rewa rd is there. 
Do not safegua rd with ma terial things , Because thi s 
death eternal brings . 
Maya ll my works in mortal life, Be done for Jesus' 
sake a nd strife. 
Jesus guide me through the years, Until the end to 
me appears. 
Yes, Joseph Kolb is my personal name, My life is 
grace, from God it came. 
I live now on this present Earth, As long as in it God 
find s worth. 
And when my life runs to its end, Release me from 
life's painful den. 
Yes, Father I give to you myself, Willingly upwards, 
this have I felt. 
Should my body become as the dust, My name will 
here be seen I trust. 
In Waterloo County still I breathe, Here to you my 
name I leave . 
J'oseph Kolb 
With love, and in remembrance to you, J. K., 
Written in the home of your grandfather in the 
Township and County of Waterloo, and 
Province Canada, 
1861. by I.Z. Hunsicker 
Jacob Kolb and Isaac Hunsicker were apparently 
good friends, and it seems that Isaac taught Jacob 
the art of fraktur printing. 41 This work continues to 
survive, passed down through the generations of the 
Kolb family. Jacob Kolb's granddaughter, Charlea 
Snyder, is now teaching her granddaughter the art. 
Isaac Z . Hunsicker died the twenty-third of May, 
1870,42 probably on the Kolb homestead near Breslau. 
At the time of his death, this poor schoolteacher' s 
estate was valued at only about $500; 43 however, hi s 
legacy to the world is incalculable: a continuing artistic 
cultural tradition. 
" In t'o rm a ll un obia ined from the Kolb fam il y Bible , Doon Pione~r 
Village, Ontario . 
"Berliner Journal,May 26, 1870, p.3. 
"Administrative Will, i; sued in Waterloo County : Folio 388 , 
No. 793. 
Walls and Fences in Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania 
By Gerald L. Pocius 
In many re pect , the northern regions of Penn-
~y l vaJlia, e pecially tho~e counties which border ew 
York tate, can be con idered cultura ll y and e en 
topograp hi ca ll a the so uthern fringe of the 
c\\' England regio n. The glaciatio n that took 
place in mo t of ew England touched the northern 
part of the ta te, and the rolling tract of stony 
land re emble tho e in ew England (Watt, 1925, 
p. 23). The hi torical and cultural connection, how-
ever, are much c lo er. 
By the end of the 18th Century, most farming 
rcgion in ew England had been se ttled, and land 
price were ri :. ing. Younger ew Englanders began 
to look for new regions where farmland would 
be cheaper, and a great migration out of New England 
was the result (Mathews, 1909). The impact of thi s 
migration was profound; as Zelinsky points out: 
In fact, the cultural geography of nineteenth 
ce'ltur. America can be de cribed, without se rious 
c\aggeration, as the continual pumping and 
spraying outward to we t and south of a great 
array of novelties, locally invented or imported 
from abroad, from the ew England re ervoir 
(Zelinsky, 1973, p. 84). 
S{one wall marking {he field pa{{erns on a farm ou{h 
of Mon{rose. Originally cleared, several field are no 
longer lIsed for pas{ure, and have become overgrown. 
entral ew York State became the home of many 
you ng farmers from Connecticut and Rh ode I land, 
and other seekers oon found that the va t wooded 
tract s in northern Pennsylvania had not yet been 
touched by the farmer' ax. By 1810, settler from 
ew England, especia ll y Connecticut, were arriving 
in thi region, e tabli hing farm in what would 
later become Su quehanna, Wayne, Bradford and 
Tioga counties. These migrant found a land cape 
not very different from the one they left behind in 
ew England; only the tree that covered the valleys 
and hill eemed ' foreign to eyes u ed to ymmetrical, 
cleared fields. 
Connecticut Yankee et about to build their farms, 
quickly realizing that dairying uited this region where 
summers were hort and the quality of the oil was 
generally poor. As oon as the farmhouse and barn 
were built, etl lers turned to the con truction of those 
material marker which not only kept their own 
cows and tho e of their neighbors out of the hay field 
(Buie, 1964, p. 45; Mather and Hart, 1954, p. 207; 
Via, 1962 , p. 34), but al 0 delineated the boundaries 
of the ground within which their proficiency and 
succe would be judged. Fence and walls spoke of 
the farmer' domain on earth, his individuality within 
the comm unity. 
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This essay will examine the va rious types o f barriers 
and fences which have been utilized in one of Penn-
syl vania 's " New England" counties, Susqueha nna 
County, since the beginning of its settlement to the 
present day. Construction techniques for particular 
fences will be di scussed, using information from 
various farmers in the county who were familiar 
with these processes. The extent that each type was 
used will be examined in genera l term s, based on 
several traverses through the county, and personal 
knowledge obtained through travels in thi s region 
during the past sixteen years . Three major types of 
fencing will primarily be discussed - split rail, stone 
wall, and barbed wire ...:.... each type apparently re-
flecting the attitudes of residents during the three 
major stages in the settlement and economic history 
I 
of the county. 
The bottom rails of a deteriorated rail f ence, located 
east of Lynn. This fence had rock supports at the 
juncture of the rails. 
Fences Within the County in an Historical Perspective 
Fence-types built in Susquehanna County depended 
for their forms both on the fences found in the 
landscape of the settler's New England home, and 
the features of the landscape in the new region. 
Stone walls had begun to be built in New England 
during the period o~ westward expansion, but farmers 
coming into the county chose to build another type 
of fence instead. In fact, several early types were 
probably built, although evidence is sketchy in this 
matter. 
In many areas of settlement in North America, 
some type of what is usually referred to as "primi-
tive fence" was frequently used during the first few 
years of land occupation, although none of the major 
printed sources dealing with Susquehanna County 
mention the use of this type. Studies in other regions, 
'For the evolution of fence-types in other regions see Myers, 
n .d . , pp . 459-461 ; Roberts, 1905, pp. 336-337; and Symons, 
1958, p . xii. 
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however , indica te that stump o r brush fe nce were 
co nstructed, and one stud y sugge ts that thi s type 
was used in the glacia ted reg io n of Pennsylva nia 
(Raup , 1947, p . 1). A brush fe nce co nsi ted merely 
of pil e o f sto nes, bra nches , bushes a nd logs , piled 
a t the perimete rs of a field , ac ting as a crude ba r-
ri er (Leechm a n , 1953 , p. 220 ; Ma rtin, 1974, p . 17). 
Stump fe nces were buil t from tree stumps tha t had 
been pulled out o f the ground , u ua ll y by a team 
o f oxen, and stacked side by side alo ng the perimeter 
o f a fi eld , the roo t sy tern o f each stump fo rming the 
face o f th e fe nce (Martin , 1974 , p . 16) . 
1 f these wilderness fences were used in th e county, 
it was onl y during the fir st yea rs o f se ttl ement. Ea rl y 
farmers mos t likely burned mucli o f the wood that 
they had clea red from their la nd , thus ridding the 
a rea of obstacles fo r future culti vatio n; unlike the 
Upla nd So uth , trees most likel y were not girdled be-
fore th ey were fell ed (Knj ffen, 1965 , p. 569). 
La nd had to be placed under cultivation quickl y in 
o rder to susta in the new ettl ers. These wilderness 
fe nces co uld be swi ftl y and easily erected around the 
newl y-clea red fi elds, but the life-span of the average 
fence was sho rt. Another type was soon adopted 
which co uld be erected in a reasonably short time, 
but still using the large amounts of the wood that the 
farm er was anxious to clear from his field s. This 
fence- type, the split rail, had another advantage in 
that it lasted more than three or four years, the usual 
time in which a wilderness fence would have to be 
repaired or even replaced. 
The split ' raii fence has been used since the earliest 
settlemen ts in North America (U nited States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 1872, p. 499; Zelinsky, 1959, 
p. 15), with an early account mentionjng its presence by 
1621 in Virginia (Via, 1962, pp. 33-35). Some scholars 
have posited a North American Indian origin for this 
type (Leechman, 1953, p. 222; Raup, 1947, pp. 2-3), 
although European origins are more likely (Kniffen , 
1965, p . 569). The split rail was an ideal type 
that could be constructed quickly and cheaply, when 
the length of time to erect a fence was crucial. 
This form was used throughout North America, 
both in the eastern regions of the United States 
(Glass ie, 1968, pp. 225-228) and Canada (Leechman, 
1953, pp.222-225), as well as in the more recently-
settled western 'regions of the continent (Fi fe, 1967, 
pp. 51-54; von Miklos, 1972, p. 91). This type required 
no posts that had to be driven into the ground, no 
holes to be cut into portions of the fence, or no type of 
metal hardware, such as nails, to hold it together. 
Danhof claims that rail fences were common after the 
initial wilderness types (Danhof, 1944, p. 178), and 
H.edrick, in his study of New York State agriculture, 
includes an early print of "newly cleared land" in an 
unidentified section of the state, showing a field with 
o nl y tree tump remaining urro unded by a plit rai l 
fence (H edr ick , 1933, pla te o ppo ite p . 166). plit rai l 
fence were thu one of the ea rli e t , a nd certa inl y 
the mo t wide pread type u ed in the ea tern United 
ta te a nd were built th ro ugho ut Susqueha nna County durin~ it initia l phase o f se ttl ement (Fl etcher , 1971, 
p . 87). 
Split ra il fence were charac teri zed by th eir zig-zag 
co n truc ti o n , which contributed to th eir sta bility 
(Martin , 1974, p. 8), but nece it a ted th e use o f a 
trip o f ground up to seven feet in width urrounding 
the fi eld (Gros, 1926, p. 429 ; Long, 1961 , p. 32; 
Myer , n .d. , p. 474). The actu a l fence too k up o nl y a 
small ec tion of thi trip , and the triangular spaces 
within the zig-zag were filled with ton es tha t were 
cleared from the planted fi eld . In some cases, rail 
fence were built over the e tone piles (Symon, 
1958 , p. 70; United tat e Department of Agricul -
ture, 1872, p. 501 ; Via, 1962, p. 38) . 
The proce s o f la nd clea ring thus influ enced the type 
o f fe nces th a t were built during the county's fir t 
fift years of settlement. Remo al of tree and large 
tone. was the fir t pri o rit y, followed by the planting 
of crops . A great amount of time could be spent on 
fence -building only in later years when a farm was 
full y operational. Lee Snyder, a farmer from Hop 
Bottom, commented that rail fence, rather than tone 
wall s , were initially built because it would take 
too long to do it, to put ' em up fir st thing. 
Then they had t' have omething t' get that tone 
together with when they were first here. Heck, 
thev didn't have nothing much t' plough or 
anything with, more en' a yoke of oxen. There, 
they want. I don't consider that there was too 
many wall built at that time. 
Palefle of stone taken from a nearby wall awaiting 
pickup by a local mason. The tone will be used 
to build "ru tic" fireplace. Located near Dimock. 
umming up the e rea o n , Lee com mented : " Well , 
it' a darn ide cheaper and q uicker an d e erything 
el e. It take time to lay a whole tone row up , to ne 
wa ll . " 
A fiel d were worked afte r a fa rm wa e ta bli hed , 
to nes we re removed each yea r during plo ughing and 
placed o n the periphery of the field , in th e pace 
ta ken up by the split ra il fence (Kiebach, 1948, p . 
12 ; Lo ng, 1961 , p. 30; Raup , 1947, p . 2): The few 
ex i ting plit rail fences indicate the earhest fence-
building pattern in the county, and it wa not until 
la ter that ma ny were replaced by stone walls. 
The ra pidit y with which a plit rail fen ce could 
be built wa soon overshadowed by it s limitations. 
Fences in the county had been erected qui ckly and 
easil y, bu t within fi ft y years had deteriorated badly 
through contact with rain and snow . In later year, 
these fen ce required almost annual repair, since 
mo t were not ecurely anchored into the ground, 
and the rails were often not tightly locked together. 
As previously mentioned, the fence itself took up a 
large amount of space, wa ting land , a well as 
harboring the growth of weed and brush (Danhof, 
1944, p . 179; Hart and Mather, 1957, p . 6). After 
two to three generations of settlement, good lumber 
for new fence building and replacement rails was 
becoming carce (Murphy and Murphy, 1937, p . 149), 
a problem which plagued much of the eastern United 
States by 1850 (Buie, 1964, p. 46; Danhof, 1944, 
p. 173; Raup, 1947, p. 3). 
The olution to these problems was simple to 
county re idents, many of whom still had contact 
with their New England relatives . Farms were now 
operational, and a greater amount of time could be 
spent on tasks uch as wall-building. Although the 
building of a stone wall would take two to three 
times more labor than a rail fence (Danhof, 1944, 
p. 180), farms were now relatively stable enough to 
pare this extra time. 
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Many farmer, finding that the rail fence that 
enclosed their fields were in a state of di srepair, 
turned to thi s other fo rm . Along the edges of the e 
same fields, within the area occupied by the sp lit 
ra il fence, were pile of sto nes that had been removed 
fro m them . By di smantling the rail fence, a farmer 
could build a stone wall which mainta ined basica ll y 
the same field dimensions, with the needed stone 
a lread y nea r at hand for building. Getting rid of the 
rail s was no pro blem ; when asked a bo ut the ad va n-
tages to the early settlers in building a rail fen ce, 
Lee Snyder commented: "Yes , there 's one awful big 
advantage and that is if you don 't want a fe nce there 
any longe r, yo u gotta, you can always burn the 
rails up. You ca n't stone." Stone around field peri -
meters could be used for wall -building, and rows of 
stone along the edges of fields ca n still be seen 
today which were never used for wall-building (Myers, 
n .d. , p. 467). 
Survey recording the percentage of fence types in a 
geographica l region are problemati c, since much of 
the information is usually based on fences built along 
public roads, rather than the internal and ex ternal 
fences used on a farm. Arriving at stati s ti ca l data 
is also difficult, since many types of fences are often 
seen stretching over anyone recording point chosen 
on a public road. One statistical survey of the county 
concerning fence-types was completed in 1871 , but the 
methodology is not discussed . Although the figures 
from thi s survey cannot be accepted as definite, 
they may indicate trends that were occurring in the 
county by the last quarter of the 19th Century (United 
States Department of Agriculture , 1872). 
By 1871, according to the "regular stati sti ca l cor-
respondent" of the United States Department of 
Agriculture in the county, 60070 of th e fences were 
split rail, while 35 070 were of stone . This survey is 
significant, not only for its rough delin eatio n of 
fence-types in use 'at the time, but also because of 
the date of the survey itself. One year after it was 
published, barbed wire wa invented, and quickly 
became accepted in most regions of rural North 
America (McCallum ·and McCallum, 1965). Thus, it is 
likely that this U .S.D.A. survey points, at least 
generally, to the kinds of fences used in the county 
before thi s technological revolution . The split ra il s, 
as they crumbled, would most likely be replaced 
with barbed wire after its invention in 1873. The 
general percen tage of stone wall s found in thi s survey 
would be much more stable, since they were lo nge r 
lasting (Figure I) . The farmers in the co unty during 
its initial years of settlement used rail fences a lmost 
exclusively, but as farm s became established and r<:lil 
fences deteriorated, stone wall s began to replace them. 
Perhaps as much as 40070 of the fence in the county 
had been stone walls by 1875. 
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By the late 19th Century, the coun ty had become 
a large producer of agricultura l products , and the 
sizes of dairy herd on each farm had increa ed. The 
amount of time avai lab le for cho res such a fence-
building would not be as great a in the past. The new 
barbed wire fence could be erected quickly, and had 
ma ny advantages (Hart and Mather, 1957, p. 8; Leech-
man, 1953, p. 232). Many of the rail s from the ea rli er 
plit rail fence, in fact, were cut and u ed as posts 
fo r the barbed wire fences, accordi ng to Lee Snyder 
(Scherck, 1905, p. 112) . Farmers no longer had the 
time to build wall, or even plit rail fences , now 
attending the larger herds of cows on each farm. 
If 60070 of the count y wa covered with sp lit 
ra il fences in 187 1, then it is lik ely that most of 
the e fences have since been replac'ed by barbed wire. 
Split ra il fences are rare in th e count y today , and 
when found are usua ll y dilapidated, a nd a barbed 
wire fe nce often sta nds over it. I n seve ra l traver e ' 
through the county coveri ng forty-e ight miles , o nl y 
o ne four foot length of rail fence, which wa 
partially intact, was di scovered (Figure 2). Sp lit rail 
a re now used for eit her barbed wire fence posts , o r as 
a source of summer stove wood (Sc herck, 1905 , 
p. 112; Symons, 1958, p. xiv). 
. Stone walls are a l 0 gradua ll y di sappearing from 
the co unt y, especially during the past fift y years, 
hav ing been u ed fo r severa l purposes. During the 
1930' s , under W.P.A. 5upervision, many roads were 
paved, a nd most utili zed to ne from nearby walls 
as a foundation (G ros , 1926, p. 430; Kiebach , 1948 , 
p. 14) . Karl Gesford, a fanne r from Dim ock , recalled: 
At th a t tim e, we didn't, a ll th ese roads around 
here were dirt roads, y' know. It tarted a round 
1931 , that's when it sta rt ed. The fir t road they 
built a ro und here was fro m Dimock to Rush , 
a nd th ey didn't u e stone o n the bottom . They 
put grave l o n the bottom, and it didn't hold 
up. Then they started ge ttin' the e stone walls. 
Farmers would give the stone walls to the road 
crews, no t ca ring about remuneration . In the past 
few years, however, this attitude has changed. 
Stone walls a re now being so ld to masons who 
are working within the county. The stones are being 
used for fieldsto ne fireplaces becoming chic among 
far mers, inc reas ingly ex posed to commercial adver-
ti sing dealing with a lternative styles of hou se decora-
ti o n . Instead of gathering these ston es in pastures , 
maso ns are now bu ying entire stone wall s, and can 
loa d th em directly onto their trucks . Farmer who 
ell their walls are sometimes expected to load the 
stone onto wooden palettes , and these are so ld for 
$42 apiece (Figure 3) . Walls are often so ld from 
section s of a farm where fences are no longer needed; 
if a boundary marker is still needed, barbed wire is 
used to replace the wall. 
Top of a stone wall near Springville showing the two 
parallel faces and the rubble f ill placed between them. 
The Construction of the Split Rail Fence 
When settlers arrived in Susquehanna County from 
New England and New York in the early 19th Cen-
tury, they came upon a region heavily forested by a 
wide variety of tree species. In spite of this abundance 
of numerous types, settlers preferred specific kinds of 
wood for building rail fences. 
Lee Snyder commented that chestnut was the type 
of wood used most extensively for fence-building, 
mainly because of its durability. Ash and oak were 
also used, but chestnut was preferred (Anon., 1859, 
p. 174; Deane, 1797, pp. 134-135; Fessenden , 1840, 
pp. 205-206; Kalm, 1964, I, pp. 238-239; Long, 
1961, p. 34; Martin , 1974, p . 7; Via, 1962, p. 38; 
Withers, 1950, p. 225) . Chestnut trees in the region 
were greatly reduced in number by the blight that 
struck many regions of the eastern United States 
around 1904 (Kiebach, 1948, p. 12; Via, 1962, p . 39), 
but this reduction occurred after the construction of 
rail fences in the county had, for all practical 
purposes, ceased. 
A tree that was to be used for the fence rails would 
be chosen in the forest, then felled. All branches 
would be trimmed, and the log would be cut into ten 
to fourteen foot sections, ready for splitting (Anon., 
1859, p. 175). Lee Snyder remembered that a stick was 
usually employed to measure the length of the log. 
The length of this stick was not crucial, and might 
be only half or a thjrd of the desired length of each 
rail. It was used as a guide, however,. to ensure 
general uniformity in length, since constructural 
stability depended on dimensional uniformity. 
Once the log had been sectioned, it was ready for 
splitting (Esarey, 1953, p. 77-78; Symons, 1958, p. 
56). It was subdjvided into halves, quarters, and finally 
eighths, using a number of wedges and a large ham-
mer, known as a maul (Withers, 1950, pp. 226-227). 
Each rail was not inilividually removed, but the log 
was always subdivided. As Lee Snyder pointed out, 
"If you try to split j]Jst one side, it will eat right off." 
Originally, both edges u ed for plitting, and the 
maul it elf, were made of ood . Lee remembered : 
"They u ed to use, they u ed wooden wedge a lot. 
Even had a wooden maul that the 'd, ah, pound 
the wedge with 0 it wouldn't go to piece ." fhe 
head of the maul was cylindri al in hape, and, in 
Lee ' word, "ha e band of iron hrunk right onto" 
each end of thi cylinder, preventing it from plinter-
ing after repeated u e. The iron band were fir t 
heated until white hot, and then placed over the end 
of the maul, a they shrank, they contracted , en-
suring a tight fit. A long handle was in erted into the 
cylindrical section of wood, and the maul was ready 
to use. 
When the spl itting of a log began , a series o f 
wedges was dr iven in to the log linearly along its 
length. The fa rmer would begin by driving one wedge 
in fa irl y deep near the end of the log, and continue 
wi th another wedge about I Yz to 2 feet away. If all 
went well , the log split linearly, and the wedges 
would be driven in a straight line. If the split would 
begin to deviate from the desired plane, the next 
wedge driven into the log could be used to direct 
the split back to the desired plane. As Lee Snyder 
commented : 
If you , ah , if you take and, ah, and just, ah, 
just take a small piece off, it ' ll, ah , before it goes 
great ways , it ' ll run, and then if it gets t' runnin', 
why drive a wedge or take an ax and , and eat it 
over on the big side so' s to keep 'em near equal as 
possible. 
After the rails wre split, the bark was removed 
since it trapped water behind it, hastening the rotting 
process . 
The simplest form of rail fence generally consisted 
of a series of rails stacked one over another. Each 
rail from one long section of the fence was laid on 
top of a rail from the next section at the point of 
junction, much like corner-timbering in a building -
without the notching . The rails would overhang at 
this junction approximately one to two feet; the angle 
of intersection generally was greater than ninety and 
less than one hundred and trurty degrees. 
The bottom rail of each fence section was usually 
placed on some type of support, to keep it from 
rotting in the dampness of the ground, as well as 
providing support. In the county, stones were often 
used for this purpose (Anon ., 1859, p. 175; Henning, 
1967, p. 7; Long, 1961, p. 33). Karl Gesford com-
mented about this practice: "You start out with them 
[rails], you'd generally put a pretty good stone on the 
bottom, on the ground to set your rail on. Get it 
up out of the dirt, and make it solid." Small pieces 
of wood were also used for this purpose (Withers, 
1950, pp. 227-228); Lee Snyder commented: "They'd 
lay the rail down on the ground or they'd put a 
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little' stake down there for t' lay it into so' to keep 
it off the ground so's it wou ldn ' t rot." 
Rail fences were often bu ilt with each section 
containing six or seven rail s. As the fence was built 
up , however, the upper rail s often lacked stabilit y, 
a nd va ri o us methods we re devi sed in m ost regions 
of North America to secure these upper rail s. The 
mo t widely used method , in Susquehanna Cou nt y, 
a nd in North America genera ll y, was the con-
structio n of what is known as a " stake and rider" 
fence (Fletcher , 197 1, p. 86; H a rt a nd Mather, 1957, 
p . 6). 
Before the las t o ne o r two upper rail s we re put 
on each sectio n , a brace was placed o n eith er side 
of the junction of the two ecti o ns c rossi ng each 
other, forming a n ' X' , a nd wedging over the top of 
the uppermost ra il. These takes wo uld provide 
lateral sta bility for the fence; in the weste rn United 
Sta tes they were kn o wn as "jacks" (Fife, 1967, p. 52). 
On top of these cross sec tio ns, another rail wo uld 
be laid, running to the next braced junction. These 
top rails tha t fitted into the suppo rt sta kes were 
known as " ride rs, " and they would lock the suppo rt -
ing stakes together a t their junction. 
Several methods were employed to ensure that the 
junction of the rider a nd stakes was secure . Ka rl 
Gesford remembered: " I've seen 'em when they would 
lay a flat stone in there a nd put a nother o ne [ra il] o n . 
Maybe have two top rails." This ston e would hold 
the rail sitting in the stake junctio n in place, as well 
as providing a flat surface for the top ra il. Lee Snyder 
pointed out that small pieces of wood were often 
forced into the interstices where a ll the ra il s wo uld 
join, much like chinking used between log wall s, 
making a ll the junctions more secure. 
By the latter half of the 19th Century, wire was 
purchased a nd used to secure thi s stake-ri der junction 
with the junctions beneath it (Anon., 1859 , p. 175). 
Lee Snyder described thi s technique: 
They even sold wire yea rs ago a purpose for 
wiring the co rners. And , ah, yo u took, a h, you 
put it under one, on the last ra il tha t yo u 's 
puttin ' up . Yo u put it on there and run it under 
yo ur fence a nd put it on to thi s here [ride r], 
and when yo u raise it up, it would ti ghten that 
corner so ti ght that yo u co uldn't wiggle it no-
ways and lay that on the fence. W ell then , yo u 'd 
put your other fence onto that, o r then put, 
ah, get another one where you'd put a wire 
around that a nd it ' d just mere ly ti e the fence 
with wire so's that, ah, they wouldn't fall down. 
If it was, well, properl y wired in that way, why, 
the wind co uld blow that fence clear over a nd it 
wouldn ' t get away from itself. 
Lee's comment a bout the poss ibility of a fence 
tipping over is no exaggeration, s in ce they were 
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generall y not securely anchored to th e gro und . If a 
fence were ti ghtl y joined a t the corners by wire , 
then conceivably an entire fe nce sectio n co uld tip 
over. 
Similar problem were encountered if the fe nce 
was built o n a steep hill. Lee Snyder pointed ou t that 
in thi s situation, stakes were often driven int o the 
ground a long the edges of the fence to keep it from 
tipping over en masse. He comment ed: 
If yo u 's wanted to put up a split rail fence 
over th at hill, you'd put 'e m up th ere and they'd, 
the weight'd pu ll ya ri ght down where ya' s go ing 
uphill. So they wou ld tak e and dri ve in a pair of 
sta kes t ' every rail . .. But yo ur . rail s was a ll put 
in leve l a nd they just keep a drivin' stake in 
a nd , ah, t ' hold 'em up there. 
This type represented a combina ti o n of th e standard 
stake a nd rider fe nce, with added vertica l upports. 
Building Slone Walls 
The seco nd period of fence-building in Susq uehanna 
County consi ted of the co nstructi o n of stone wall s. 
These wa ll s were built ex tensively thro ugho ut the 
count y, and, indeed , throughout the northern parts 
of Pennsylva ni a se ttl ed by ew England migrants, as 
well a s ot her regions of the eas tern U nited States 
(A llen, 1899, p. 23; Glass ie, 1968, pp. 99- 10 1; 
Robin so n , 1936, p. 439; Ro llins , 1883, p. 54), and 
th e Briti sh Isles (Young , 1969, pp. 97-98). Settlers 
utili zed for these wall s the large numbers of flat 
glac ia ted sa ndsto nes fo und in the no rth ern reg ions of 
th e sta te. 
The con tructi on of a sto ne wall o n a farm ob-
vious ly se rved two purposes . A s a far m er removed 
stones from hi s field, he piled them near its edges, 
and as these rows of stone became la rger, he cou ld 
use the material for fencing . Lee Snyder pointed 
ou t thi s dual functi o n of wa ll -b uildin g ; their co n-
structi on "got rid of the stone" and it wou ld "take 
ca re of the stoc k" by crea tin g a needed barrier . 
Wall s would rno t frequentl y be bui lt in the spring 
of the yea r , before the agricultural round began . 
Ju st a s the stars a nd planets had an effect on 
the g rowing of crops, so, too, did they influ ence 
the tim e when a wa ll sho uld be built. Specific time 
of th e month wou ld be chosen to build a wal l, as 
Lee Snyder pointed ou t: 
I ' ll tell ya. Wouldn't nobod y 'Would agree with 
me today, but there was an awfu l. there was 
one thing about it , a h . They, the y, yo u take 
and lay sto ne up o ne tim e of yea r. one time of 
the moon a nd the darn thing'd go right down 
into the g ro und . Put it down rhe other time, 
it will stay o n top. 
SLOne \>vall, according to Lee, ",ill gradually ink 
down if it's built "at the old of the moon". 
foundation for the all wa generally not dug 
into the ground ( non., I 59, p. liD) . In tead, large 
sto nes, often four b six by one feet in dimen ion, 
would be moved inLO place as the bottom for the e 
walls (Manners, 1974, p. 100; eed ham and u ey, 
1965, pp . 56-57). Herbert Wilkin , a farmer from Hop 
BOllom, d e c ribed how these were mo ed into place: 
" Th em wall wa built with oxen. They kidded them 
big bOllom stones in with oxen, ' n' the y ometime 
used ma ybe twO, twO team of oxen to kid tho e 
bottom rocks in ". fter the e foundation rock were 
placed in po. ition , mail er tone were u ed to build 
the remaining portion of the wall . Wall s in the county 
ranged in height from two LO even fee t, and from 
twO to ix feet in width at the base, u uall y tapering 
inward a the wall ro e in height. 
The twO faces of the wall were built imul -
taneous ly, u ually bui lding up the wall cour e by 
co ur e. Guidelines and frame were apparently not 
used to keep a wall face traight, a in other areas 
(Manner, 1974, p. 102; 0' ei ll, 1859, p. 554; 
tephen , 1855, II , p . 5 9) . One traight edge of a 
tone would be laid a long the ex terior edge of the 
wall; if the tone had everal straight edge, then 
genera ll y the longe twas U ed on the wall face. 
Much of the wall was thu two parallel courses of 
LOne, rather than tone running from one face to 
the other. If need be, a tone could be trimmed to 
fit into a particular space, u ing a ton e hammer, a 
tool the size of a normal hammer but with a wedge-
shaped head (Anon., I 59, p. 110; Stephens , 1855, 
II , p. 588). However, the builder often prided him-
elf on making all stones fit without trimming, 
fee ling that every stone had a place alon g the edge 
of the wa ll. Karl Ge ford com mented on thi idea: 
"But mo t of them LOne that the y built s tone wall 
out of, there wa n ' t too much trimmin ' to them. 
Mo t a ll tone have one square face, and ya general-
ly put that on the out ide ." If a rectangular tone 
wa found with the two horter dimen ion quite 
straight and parallel, this could be u ed to run from 
one wall face to the other, helping to tie the two 
cour e together, although not many of these were 
used in each wall (Anon., 1859, p. 110) . 
Each wall face was built with spec ial attention to 
lapping one stone over another, especially important 
ince no mortar was u ed in the wall. Karl Ge ford 
de cribed this process: 
I f you, you might have two or three mall 
t.on~s down, if they was good tone. They 
~ldn t have to be a big stone . You could put 
It on. But then put a, you'd get a bigger one 
and lap, try to lap it over them mall ones. 
That make anything made that way'll be stronger. 
The farmer \\a ah\ay ear hing the pile for the ideal 
tone tor each Joint. 
the t\\O wall fa e \\ere built up, maIler tone, 
often circular and \\ ithout traight edge, \\ ere thro\\ n 
in bet\\een the t\ 0 fac (igure 4). " Well, ou'd 
thro\>v anything in there, an} hape ju t t' fill up," 
according to Karl e ford. hi interior fi ll wa 
pac ked tightl \\ ithin the wall (Kiebach, 194 , p. I ; 
Long, 1961 , p. 31; anner, 19 4 , p. 102), 10 k ing 
the two face together, and pro\ iding a good drainage 
tem \",hi h " ept water from I} ing in the interior of 
the wall. uch water would e e n tua ll freeze and then 
thaw, di lodgi ng the tone. 
If a ll were built of a 10\ height , then tone 
o uld be lifted b hand , even if the \ ere of a larger 
ize . H owe er, in ome wall, uch a tho e on 
the old Henr y tri ckland farm in pring ille to\ n-
hip, large r LOne were placed near the middle or 
LOp, and apparentl could not ha e been lifted to 
uch a height b hand . Karl Ge ford remember hi 
g randfather de cribing a method that wa often 
Stone wall near Springville with overhanging rocks for 
a cap. According to some fa rmer, this prevented 
sheep from climbing over the wall. 
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used in these situations, commenting: "Why, they'd, 
ah, put a track down, and put a roller under 'em." 
The track or ramp would consist of several planks 
sloping up to the top of the wall where the builder 
was working (Fields, 1971, pp. 29-30; Martin, 1974, 
p. 20; Rainsford-Hannay, 1972, p. 16). 
When the desired height for the wall was reached, 
the final row of stone was often constructed in a 
special manner. Large stones covering the entire top 
of the wall were utilized, preventing the interior 
rubble fill from becoming disturbed. In some cases, 
the longer sides of rectangular stones were placed 
perpendicular to the direction in which the wall ran, 
thus producing an overhanging edge (Figure 5). This 
overhang may have prevented sheep from easily 
climbing over the wall (Deane, 1797, p. 135). 
Even more widespread was the use of vertical 
capping, a tecpnique also used in England (Copland, 
1866, pp. 684-685; Holme, 1912, opposite p. 110; 
Jenkins, 1965, p. 170; Manners, 1974, pp. 102-103; 
Rollinson, 1972, pp. 9, 14-15; Stowe, 1973, p. 43), 
and Canada (Leechman, 1953, p. 234). Flat stones 
were placed in a row vertically along the top of 
the wall, slanting at a slight angle (Figure 6). This 
slant, in effect, locked the cap together, and con-
tributed to the stability of the top section of the wall 
(Nicol, 1803, pp. 297-298; Raistrick, 1973, p. 19). 
When asked why this vertical capping technique was 
used, Lee Snyder replied : "Because, ah, a lot of 
people wanted to get up and run on top of it, and 
if you put, if you stood 'em [the stones] up that way, 
they never did." Karl Gesford claimed that this cap-
ping discouraged livestock from attempting to climb 
over the wall, since there was no 'ledge on which to 
get a proper foothold (Rainsford-Hannay, 1972, p. 
39; Rollinson, 1972, pp. 8, 15). 
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Besides keeping livestock out of planted fields 
and providing a means of ridding the borders of a 
field of stone, walls also served other functions. In 
an early cultural landscape that was frequently chang-
ing, stone walls were one of the features which could 
not be easily moved. Hence, they seemed to have 
been used in some cases for boundary markers. 
Karl Gesford cited a case on a neighboring farm: 
Over there, they didn't go away. You put a 
stake in there, use a tree, the tree dies. Your 
old deeds use t' say 'to a big elm tree', or 
something, or 'a big maple tree'. Some just 
had a stake, iron stake drove in there. Or, I 
suppose years ago they used wooden ones. 
But this fellow, his fields over, 'cause it joins 
me over here, I've seen it. He's gotta, his corner 
he puts a triangle, makes it outa stone there, 
maybe eight, ten foot. And that's, that'll stay 
there. You're not gonna move that. 
Land boundaries could not be shifted easily when 
stone walls provided the marker. 
Like all types of fencing, stone walls were generally 
checked in the spring of the year for breakage, and 
necessary repairs were made. Initially, portions of the 
wall'that had fallen out were rebuilt with stone. But 
Karl Gesford pointed out that, "in later years, maybe 
a piece'd fall over, a chunk right out of it. They 
just put some wire across there. Couple wires and a 
couple a fence posts, patch it up." Many portions 
of stone walls can be seen today (Figure 7) with 
single strands of barbed wire stretched between 
two posts where the top stones have fallen (Leech-
man, 1953, p. 233). 
Stone wall near Hop 
Bottom with a vertical 
stone cap. This finish 
helped to stabilize the 
wall. 
Stone wall, with several feel of the top portion 
removed, now bordered by a barbed-wire fence. Lo-
cated near Elk Lake. 
Barbed Wire Fences 
After the invention of barbed wire in 1873, and 
its widespread acceptance, barbed wire fences became 
the only type of new fence built in the county, and 
this remains largely the case today, The most common 
wire fence consisted of parallel strands of wire 
fastened to upright posts placed in the ground . 
Locust was usually the preferred wood for fence 
posts, and from the late 19th Century until about ten 
years ago, locust posts were usually cut on each 
farm (Greeley, 1871, p. 223). The trees were felled, 
trimmed, and cut into six foot lengths. These sections 
were then split using the same techniques that produced 
rails for fences (Martin, 1974, pp. 95-96) . Finally, 
the end of the post was pointed with an ax. 
Today, with a scarcity of locust on many farms, 
fence posts are often bought, costing approximately 
one dollar apiece. Karl Gesford related that these 
"bough ten posts" are already sharpened, ready to 
place in the ground. Scarcity of timber, combined 
with little available time for splitting rails, led many 
farmers to disassemble their rail fences, and, as Lee 
Snyder remembered, "lots of those rails was cut 
right up into posts". 
After the posts had been cut, they were ready to 
be placed in the ground along a predetermined fence 
line. When asked how far posts were placed apart, 
Karl Gesford replied: "Well, that generally depends 
on really how the money holds out. I put these [posts] 
pretty close up here. Five paces, they used to say, 
but that's plenty far." Thus, posts would be separated 
by a distance of about fifteen feet. 
Once the spot where a fence post would be placed 
was determined, several tools were used to insert it 
into the ground (Martin, 1974, pp. 97-98). Karl Ges-
ford described this process: 
Just take a crow bar. Well, they do have post 
hole diggers . Take a crow bar and make a hole 
and put it dow!1 there, and getta, have a stool 
or chair or something to tand on. nd then 
take a t\ el e or ixteen pound maul and ock 
'em right in. 
The po t for the entire ro\ of fence would 1-.: 
placed into the ground before the wire it elf wa 
fa tened to the po t . 
After the post were in place, the barbed wire 
was trung from po t to po l. Each trand wa trung 
individually along the entire length of the fence 
before the next strand . Spacing between trand wa 
usually kept uniform, often using orne type of 
object for measurement. A neighbor of Karl Ge-
ford's "u ed to take hi hammer and he had a mark 
on there, the hammer, how far apart to put it [the 
strands]. You known, just quick. It wasn't exact. 
Give you an idea". 
The standard barbed wire fence used four strands. 
A cheap fence would contain only three, while if 
the money were plentiful, a five-stra nd fe nce would 
be made . But Karl Gesford pointed out that most 
farmers can't afford five today. A roll of barbed 
wire, eighty rods long, now costs $32. Various types 
of barbs were available (Martin, 1974, pp . 43-49; 
Thames and Hardcastle, 1974, pp . 8-14), and the 
wire was fastened to the posts using steel staples 
(Martin, 1974, p. 49) . 
Barbed wire fences required more maintenance 
than the sturdy stone wall, and, a with the walls, 
would be checked for damages every spring. Karl 
Gesford commented on various techniques for repair-
ing the posts on a barbed wire fence: 
But the main thing is t', just because ya build 
it, don't think that that's going t' stay there 
forever. You gotta go over it about once a year. 
You'll find a post that maybe was in a kinda 
wet place and it'll lop over, and they'll work up . 
Straighten 'em up. And you might get one that 
was a poor post or somethin' and it'll rot off 
on the bottom. Well, then, generally stick another 
one in so it's beside it there like the telephone 
company do. You've seen them where they fasten 
'em onto. And they cut one off generally and 
put one right on and they tie the wires right around 
it, and fasten right t' the other. 
Instead of replacing fence posts directly, new posts 
were fastened onto the older posts. 
The side of the post onto which the barbed wire 
was fastened was also significant. The strands of wire 
would be nailed onto the inside of a post that faced 
into the enclosure where the livestock were kept. If a 
cow should poke his head through the fence, pushing 
against the wire, he would also push against the fence 
post. If the strands were placed on the outer sides 
of the posts, the cow would find it easier to remove 
merely the staples that held the wire, rather than 
exerting pressure on the post. 
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The end or corner posts of the barbed wire fence 
were often braced with diagonal stakes running from 
the top of the post on an approximate forty-five 
degree angle to the ground. In some instances, wire 
runners were used instead of the wooden post in 
the same manner. 
Barbed wire fences were used primarily to enclose 
cattle or horses within a pasture. Smaller ani mals, 
however, could fit through the one foot spaces be-
tween the strands, and other types of wire fences 
were developed. Sheep were raised on some Susque-
hanna Cou nty farms, and woven wire fences were em-
ployed to keep them within a pasture (Mather and Hart, 
1954, p. 202; Symons, 1958, pp. 90,92). 
Woven wire fences are made from cylindrical rolls 
of woven wire purchased at local supply stores. 
The woven wire consists of a series of unbarbed wire 
that has been interwoven into a series of squares, 
approximately four inches to a side. This wire is un-
rolled along a line of fence posts, and stapled to each 
post. The close mesh of the fence prohibits smaller 
animals from escaping. The fence posts are often 
left purposely higher than the attached woven wire, 
and a single strand of barbed wire is strung along 
the length of the fence at the top of the posts , dis-
couraging sheep from jum'ping over it. Besides 
the added expense of using woven wire as opposed 
to barbed wire, there are other disadvantages. 
Karl Gesford commented that: "Woven wire is a good 
fence as long as it's kept right up there. If it goes 
down, it'll always get kinks in it. You never can put 
it up the same again." This propensity to tangle and 
its higher cost point to the fact that this fence is 
used only when necessary . 
Fences as Symbol 
An underlying attitude among many Americans, 
common even today, centers on the appearance of 
an individual's dwelling house and property, and how 
these are often used to indicate the material success 
of the inhabitants . If the exterior of the house is 
properly painted, and the lawns always kept well 
trimmed, then hopefully this will reflect the order-
liness and prosperity of the owner. Success in life 
is displayed to the world through the size and exterior 
decoration of the house and its surroundings. 
The farmer could keep his house maintained and 
his garden and flower bed properly weeded to indicate 
his farm's prosperity. However, unlike his town 
brethren, his source of livelihood, the farm, surround-
ed him, and his symbolic expression of success could 
extend to its very source . If material objects con-
nected with the farm were "better" than a neighbor's, 
then the farmer's monetary success was indicated. 
Material objects, including fences, were used by some 
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Top of stone wall on the Dietrich farm near Spring-
ville. This wall is over four feet in width at the 
top, with a wider base. 
farmers as signs of material, and perhaps ultimately 
spiritual, success . Danhof, commenting on the use 
of fences, reali zed that, "indeed, the quality of en-
closures was not uncommonly taken as a measure 
of the farmer's competence (Danhof, 1944, p . 169). 
On some farms in Susquehanna County, this may 
have been the case. 
The old Henry Strickland farm, located in Spring-
ville Township, has always been a source of wonder 
for residents both within the township, and even in 
surrounding townships. The farm is now owned by 
Louis Dietrich, who has been living there since 1950. 
The old Strickland farm, like many farm s in the 
county, still contains stone walls within its boundaries. 
However , the stature of these walls is still cause for 
comment; most are at least six feet high, four feet 
at the top, and six feet wide at the base (Figures 8 
and 9). Local farmers still discuss why these walls 
are so much larger than even those on neighboring 
farms. 
Dietrich feels that the walls on the farm he now 
owns were not built in Harry Strickland' s lifetime. 
Karl Gesford , who unlike Dietrich was born in the 
county and has lived there since a child , believes 
that Strickland may have built the walls himself as a 
young man . In any case, the builder must have 
wanted to fabricate walls that were noticeably larger 
than those on the farms around him . 
The size of the walls cannot be explained by positing 
that the ground in this area contained more stones 
than others. When land was initially cleared on every 
farm, a certain number of large surface stones was 
dragged to the peripheries of the field, later forming 
the foundation of the wall. Once a field was plowed, 
stones were removed that were turned up by the 
machi nery. The removal of tones was not a finite 
process, according to farmers who were intervie ed. 
Herbert Wilkins claimed that stones ha ve a tendency 
to work themselves up to the surface of the ground 
through the action of freezing and thawing. What-
ever the reasons, stones can be removed every year 
fro m a fie ld , in spite of the fact that this has gone 
on ann ua ll y fo r the past hu ndred yea rs. Even today, 
Louis Di etrich sti ll uncovers nu merous stones in tho e 
fields surrounded by six feet wa lls during spring 
plowing. 
One of the walls on the Dietrich farm , almost six 
f eet in height. 
The farmer who built the stone walls on the Dietrich 
farm spent many hours removing stones from his 
fields. This apparently occurred year after year, thus 
displaying more energy than many farmers in the 
region. Ultimately, this stone was used to build 
massive walls, standing as a sign to neighbor and 
stranger alike that the farm 's owner spent long hours 
working to make his farm productive. Even during 
winter months, when growing crops could not speak 
of the farm' s productivity, row after row of large 
walls indicated that the fields were well cleared of 
stone, thus producing healthier crops, and providing 
economic success. Not only did the neat farmhouse 
and barn signal the owner' s success in life. Every 
portion of his farm contained high barriers which 
spoke of his hard work in contrast to his neighbor' s, 
and even today, although the builder is unknown, 
farmers still discuss the almost superhuman energy 
that this farmer must have had. They feel that he 
must have been one of the most hard-working farmers 
in the entire county. The symbols of industry in the 
county have changed, however, now centering on 
the number of cattle raised on the farm, the kinds of 
automobiles that the owners can afford, or the degree 
to which the farm has been mechanized . 
The change in the county from rail fences to stone 
walls to barbed and. woven wire signalled changes in 
technological alternati e , as \ ell a in changing land 
u e and lei ure pallem. Like the earl tage of 
selliement, rail fen es ere fragile, and had to be 
erected quickly. tone wall indicated the pro perity 
that had come to the count with long hour of 
work that now could be pent on their co n truction 
producing permanent tatement of ucce . Finall , 
barbed wire fence could be quickly ere ted, and 
their co mponent were often purcha ed, rather than 
produced on the farm it elf. The rapidity of their 
construction paralleled the plit rail fence, but they 
were of a much more permanent nature . The 
sophisticated barbed wire fence reflected the in-
crea ing div ision of labor within the coun try since 
the late 19th Century. 
T hese changes in the artifacts used for the fe ncing 
of the fa rm reflect the basic attitudi na l cha nge in 
the coun ty, and are looked upon in a linear sequence 
by residents . One fence-type has replaced another , and 
the fa rmer usually does not express the opinion that 
he has a n option to return to an earlier fencing 
mode. Al though reminders o f past forms are all 
around , only the most recent type can be used . 
Barbed wi re fences are made today . Lee Snyder 
recognizes that th is type is the only acceptable form . 
Although his father had built several stone walls on 
his fa rm , wall-building cannot be justified in today's 
highly specialized agricultural economy. If it does 
occur , it is an anomaly; about this Lee commented: 
" Oh now, you know, there is some people that 
wants t' be a little bit odd. Somebody that'd go out 
and do something for just merely a show. But, ah, 
for real purpose, no. " The construction of walls is 
not possible on the typical working farm. 
The building of rail fences and stone walls occurred 
in an economy much different than that of today. 
Karl Gesford was amused that some people looked 
upon these earlier fence forms as "quaint" or "old-
timey," instead of a source of firewood, or roadbed 
material. A new ranch-house in Dimock has a small, 
reconstructed split rail fence along its front lawn, 
and Karl commented amusingly about it : 
Now this fellow up the road here. He's got that 
[fence] just for antiques. [Oh, you mean they 
take the whole fence and put it in?] Yeah, you 
pick it up, what is good, and he made a fence 
around his door yard up there. I said, 'Well, 
that must be a mess when you come to mow.' 
He said, ' I just pick it right up and set it over." He 
didn't have it so high like they did as old, when 
you turn out the cattle . He had [it] more for an 
ornament there, an antique ornament. That's 
what he put it up there for . 
The process of disassembling stone walls or using 
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split rails for fence posts or stove wood signals that 
these artifacts are former stages of fencing modes that 
have been replaced in the process of technological 
evolution. They can only be "ornaments" or "antiques" 
today, built by "odd" people. Technological and 
economic progress is irreversible in the minds of 
county farmers, and numerous artifacts are strewn 
along the pathways as markers of an earlier age. 
Generally, it is accepted that this path is only one-way, 
with each segment superseding and replacing the 
former. The selling of palette loads of stone from 
walls brings needed income, just as the selling of 
older barns to those interested in panelling their 
recreation room with "real weathered barn wood". 
The walls and fences of the county may have become 
icons to city and town folk, but they are products 
of a vanished social and economic system to county 
farmers. While the farmer recognizes many of the 
reasons why his grandfather may have built a stone 
wall, he realizes that in the society in which he now 
lives, each palette load of stone which he sells will 
defray the cost of farm machinery. In an economy 
where a twenty thousand dollar tractor is now a 
necessity, even the "antiques" and "ornaments" 
that surround the fields of the farm must fall, for 
they are now only a luxury. 
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Glossary of Pennsylvania German Terms 
Related to Construction and Tobacco Agriculture 
Rohert A. Barakat 
During the course of numerous interviews with 
Pennsylvania-German speaking tobacco farmers and 
carpenters, a ll of which were recorded on magnetic 
tape for stud y, it was discovered that an extensive 
technical vocabulary exists for construction and 
agricultural practices. Such a glossary is revealing 
for several important reasons, notwithstanding the 
fact that it offers an excellent technical lexicon of 
two subjects of great importance in Pennsylvania-
German culture. Since Pennsylvania German is not 
really a written language, although attempts have 
been made to use it as such, the orthography employed 
here attempts to present the items as they are pro-
nounced using Germanic orthography . 1 Whenever 
poss ible, both the definite article, si ngular and plural 
forms for the nouns are offered. Verb forms are 
given in the infinitive. Moreover, several items have 
more than one form or more than one possible Penn-
ylvania-German term for English equ iva lents; these 
are presented whenever they arise in the glossary. 
A cursory analysis of this lexicon reveals that a 
great many of the items are simply English words 
that have been Pennsylvania-Germanized to fit better 
into the sound system of the dialect. For example, 
brace and hinge are rendered as brees and hintsch 
while joint is Ischoint. Articles are also employed 
so that the words used from English will fit into the 
grammatical system of Pennsylva nia-German. Thus, 
for example, der brees, der hintsch and der tschoint. 
Plural forms are of further interest, so that der brees 
bc:-:omes die breese, de,. hinlsch becomes die hintsches 
a nd der Isc/1oil1l, become die tschoints, each plural 
form altering its definite article according to German 
usage . Those plural forms noted here, at least those 
for hinlsch and tsc/1oinl, employ "s"-forms such as 
would be appropriate in English grammar . Both hintsch 
and Ischoinl, in their plural forms, offer excellent 
' ) should like to thank Phares Hurst and Don Yoder for their 
expert assistance in not only compiling this glossary but also for 
suggestions on orthography. For one who is not fully familiar 
with the sound system of Pennsylvania German many problems 
might arise in transcribing words and phrases. Both of these 
men saved me from this fate . However, any mistakes are mine. 
Spearing tobacco stalks onto laths. 
examples of the rather pervasive influence of English 
on Pennsylvania-German in that one may observe 
not only the dialectalization of the nouns in the ge 
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(hinge) sound, j (joint) to che (hinche) and tch (tschoint) 
respectively but the additional use of -s to form the 
plural. In a sense, the use of -s is redundant in that 
the plural article, in both instances die, se rves to mark 
the forms as plural. 
Two-word nouns oftentimes combine both an English 
word and a Pennsylvania-German or German word 
with appropriate articles for singular and plural 
forms. Examples of two-word nouns co mposed of 
English and Pennsylvania-German or German words 
are es hip dach (English: hip roof or gambrel roof), 
der center poschte (English: center post or middle 
post) and die laad duwack (English: load of tobacco). 
In their plural forms, es hip dach becomes die hip 
decher, der center poschte becomes die center poschte, 
and die laad duwack remains the same. 
Of course, it is possible to have English words 
and phrases translated directly into Pennsylvania-
German, particularly technical ones having to do with 
tobacco agriculture. Several tobacco diseases illustrate 
the point. Griene roschte is simply green rust in 
English but with an article added to give der griene 
roschte. Griene and roschte are dialectized forms of 
the German words GrlJn and Rost. Similarly, der 
versoffne duwack for drowned tobacco; der verfrohre 
duwack for frozen tobacco; schop verbrennte for 
house burn; and fauli rib be for rotten ribs, illustrate 
this tendency. Versoffne is the dialectized form of 
Versoffen, an adjective meaning, among other things, 
flooded, while duwack is the dialect form of Tabak. 
Verfrohre is from veljrieren (to be spoiled by frost); 
Schop derives from Schopp or Schuppen (shed) while 
verbrennte comes from verbrennen, German for 
to burn. Fauli is the adjectival form of verfault and 
Ribbe derives directly from Rippe, but is dialectized, 
the p sound becoming b in Pennsylvania-German. 
The remaining group of words and phrases in 
this lexicon derive directly from German but in dialect 
forms which render certain sounds in German in 
ways appropriate to the dialect or they are local 
inventions . For example, Tenne (threshing floor) is 
pronounced denn which levels the initial t sound to a 
d sound. Initial pf - in German becomes b in Penn-
sylvania-German, such as in blanze for pflanze and 
so on with numerous other examples. Since Penn-
sylvania-German is not a fully developed written 
language, its orthography is not consistent in those 
attempts to present it in either literary works or in 
dictionaries, a least, not when one compares these 
several works with each other. Moreover, many of the 
dictionaries of this dialect omit Germanized English 
words on the basis that they are not part of the dialect 
nor of German .2 We argue that any word no matter 
'For example, see Marcus Bachman Lambert, A Dictionary oj 
the Non-English Words oj the Pennsylvania-German Dialect, The 
Pennsylvania-German Society Proceedings, XXX (Philadelphia, 
1924). 
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A n old tobacco curing shed in Churchlown, Berks 
CounfY· 
what its origin is part of the dialect because it functions 
just as any German word does. 
This li st, therefore, represents an attempt to bring 
together as ex tensive a corpus of Pennsylva ni a-German 
dialect terms as possible that relates in some way to 
tobacco agriculture and construction. However, we 
should caution the reader that this list in no way may 
be considered complete since it simply was collected 
as part of a larger study of which this glossary is 
of only peripheral interest. Furthermore , the fact 
that these materials were gathered in only a very 
small geographical area of the Pennsylvania German 
speaking communities in Pennsylvania would indicate 
that a great deal remains to be done before any 
definitive glossaries may be written. To our knowledge, 
only one attempt to date has been made to compile 
a glossary of technical terms related to construction 
and barn parts, that being by Shoemaker. 3 
Shoemaker's work offers an excellent model for 
any work in dialectology in a highly specialized 
subject such as construction or agriculture. To illustrate 
the dialect terms for sections and parts of a tobacco 
shed, Figures I and 2 include them. 
GLOSSARY 
ADZE: der dechsel (G Dachsel). Always drop your 
laths between two rows: Immer dutt mer die 
lettlin zettle fer zwee roijet nemme. This is a 
phrase one often hears during harvest when the 
young children are required to distribute the 
tobacco laths along the rows in a specific order 
so that one lath may be used for five or six 
stalks, depending upon the size of the stalks. 
ANTHRACNOSE: fleckich (G fleckig). A disease 
usually confined to tobacco seedbeds in which 
' Alfred ~. Shoemaker, " Barn Termino.1ogy," in The Penl]sylvunia 
Barn, edited by Alfred L. Shoemaker (Ku[ztown, :Pa ., 1959), p. 46 . 
seedlings are grown. It i cau ed by a bacterium, 
ol/efO frtCUm sp., which create large light-
co lored pot on the lea e . In addition, the 10 er 
surface of the midrib and the lateral ein 
develop red -brown, elongated Ie ion Pl ant 
affected by thi di sease usuall y ha e puckered 
lea e a nd are tunted in heighl. 
BA K: der buckel (C Buckel). Thi term is u ed LO 
identify the back ide of a piece of lumber a 
oppo ed to its face ide. 
BAL : die beel, die beele (E bale) . Ba le of tobacco 
are made in tobacco pre e o r ba le boxe. ome 
are oned and ized leave, o me are un o n ed 
a nd un ized . The e are co ered with brown 
paper and are tied with twine . Weight and ize 
of the bale va ry but the weight fall genera ll y 
within the range of from 50 LO 70 lb . r. Bale 
Box; Tobacco Press,' Size (to) ; Sort (to) . 
BAL BOX : die beel bax, die beel baxe (E bale 
E box) . A box pecifica ll y d e igned a nd built LO 
co mpact LObacco after it ha been tripped from 
the s talk , o ned a nd sized , although the latter 
two tep are being eliminated nowadays. Variou 
de igns ex ist but ge nerall y they a re of wood, 
or po si bl y metal heet with hyd rauli c o r 
hand-manipulated levers for compressi ng the 
leaves inLO the box' s form. 
BANKHILL : die eiJaahrt (C Einfahrt) . In the larger 
barns in which animals are stabled in the ba e-
ment and in which threshing is carried out on 
the second floor, the bankhill or ramp is built 
up 0 that a wagon may be driven onto the 
threshing floor, or denn. Tobacco sheds have 
bankhills on one or both gable. Cr. Ramp; 
Barn; Tobacco Shed; Barn Floor. 
B RK : die rtnn (C die Rind). 
B R : die scheler, die chelere (C cheuer, cheune). 
Thi term identifie the large barn on far m in 
whi h animal are tabled, and thre hing i d. one, 
or in whi h ha i LOred. Other building ale 
either referred LO as haus or chop. The di tin tion 
bet \\ een cheler and haLl or chop i quite 
clear and the e are ne er u ed inte r hangeabl . 
Die bauerel scheler, meaning "the farm barn," 
may al 0 be u ed but not a often a scheier LO 
di tingui h it from LObacco barn. 
B R LOOR : die denn, die denne (C Tenne). 
Thre hing wa o nce a main chore carried out on 
the middle ection of tripanite di i ion on the 
econd tory . A common feature of the thre hing 
floor i a ramp leading into it from the banked 
ide of the barn with door at either end of the 
flo o r 0 that when wheat wa being thre hed, 
the chaff would be ca rri ed off by the breeze 
Distributing laths be-
tween rows of cut 
tobacco . 
Pennsy lvania farm with 
field of cigar tobacco. 
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created by leaving both doors open. In tobacco 
sheds, the term is used to refer to the barn 
floor onto which wagons are driven. However, 
speci fic reference is made to the 15' by 1"6' sec-
tion between fra mes, a section that also occurs 
in the same size in the center section of a barn. 
Cf. Bankhill; Ramp; Tobacco Shed; Frame; Bent. 
BEAM: der darrichzuck, die darrichzieck. A beam is a 
large structural member that is positioned to 
extend either longitudinally or crosswise and is 
set on the foundation walls. Along with the joists 
and gi rder , the floor of a building is supported . 
Cf. Girder; Joist; Floor. 
BENCH : die banck, die bancke (G Bank). When 
picking seedlings from seedbeds, the pickers sit 
on a bench-like affair that is, in some cases, 
simply a long plank with two supports, one on 
either end, and which extend over the bed. These 
may be moved as the picker does his job. The 
use of these is necessary since the beds are either 
6' or 9' wide, too large for a picker to select 
plants from the middle of the bed . 
BENT: die wand, die wend; die denn wand, die 
denn wend (G Tenne+ Wand) . This term identifies 
the transverse section of a tobacco shed formed 
by the frames and middle and side posts. It 
measures 15' by 16' but may be 16' by 16' in 
some sheds. Cf. Barn; Floor; Middle Post. 
BINDER: das (der) binner, die binner (G Binder). 
When "hands" or bunches of tobacco leaves 
are made, the stem ends are held together with 
a large leaf that is wrapped around them and 
then tucked beneath them. Cf. Hand; Bunch. 
Bunde! binner may also be used . 
Mule-driven tobacco wagon in Pennsylvania. 
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A large tobacco shed in Lititz, Lancaster County. 
BLACK TOBACCO: der schwatze duwack (G schwarz 
+ Tabak). 
BLOCK WALL: die block mauer (E block + G 
Mauer). Formerly, foundation walls were built 
of native fieldstone but now they are made of 
12" cement blocks. Cf. Foundation; Wall; Stone 
Wall; Brick Wall. 
BLUE MOLD: blue molt; blau molt (E blue or 
G Blau + E mold). This is a seedbed disease 
caused by a fungus which distorts the leaves 
of the seedlings and gives their undersides a 
downy, felt-like covering, blue in appearance to 
purplish-gray. Unless checked quickly, this fungus 
will linger in the soil and may ruin not only 
the current ~eedlings but the following year's 
as well. Also known as downy mildew. 
BOTTOM E D: es unnerschte ent (0 unterst Ende). 
All lumber has sides, this term imply designates 
the underside of the piece when it is marked 
for positioning in a building. Cf. Face Marks; 
Pigtail Face; Curl Side; Back. 
BOX : die duwack bax, die duwack baxe; die blanza 
bax, die blanza baxe (0 Tabak E box; 0 
Pjlanze + E box or 0 Buchs). When trans-
planting tobacco seedlings to the fields, the plants 
are usually placed in boxes with moi tened burlap 
covering the bottoms. The filled boxes are 
then placed in a shaded area until the plants 
are ready to be planted in the fields. Cf. Trans-
plant (to); Burlap. 
BRACE: der brees, die breese; der bock, die beck 
(E brace; PO Buck). Braces erve to stiffen a 
shed and its several parts, and include such 
braces as standing, purline, span, frame, etc. 
Cf. Standing Brace; Purline Brace; Span Brace. 
BRICK WALL: die backeshtee mauer (0 Backstein 
I- Mauer). Some foundation walls are made of 
brick in tobacco sheds but this term refers to 
any brick wall. 
Typical ladder-type tobacco wagon. 
BROADCAST TOBACCO (to): duwack same saee. 
Cf. Sow Tobacco (to). 
BROODER HOUSE: tschickli haus (E chick + PO 
diminutive ending Ii; E house). 
BROWN RUST: braune roschte (0 braun + E 
rust). This disease is usually associated with 
mosaic, or foxy tobacco, and is characterized by 
small, roundish d'ead areas on the tobacco leaves. 
Also known as red rust in some areas. Cf. 
Mosaic; Foxy Tobacco. 
BUNCH: der bonsch, die bonsche (E bunch). Cf. 
Hand; Binder. 
BURNED TOBACCO: verbrennte duwack (0 ver-
brennen). Tobacc.o may be burned from various 
ource, including the un or by a di ea e in 
the hed. Thi imply a general term for 
burned tobacco. 
CE TER PO T : der center posch I, die cen ter poschte; 
der middel poscht, die middel poschte (E center 
o Pjosten or E post; 0 Mittel 0 Pjosten 
or E post). Frames u ed in tobacco hed generally 
have their po t et one in the middle and one 
on either ide of the hed, or, t 0 in the center 
and one on either end of the hed or frame . 
Poscht may al 0 be pelled poschde. Cf. Frame. 
CHE T UT TREE: e keschde; for example, der 
keschde baam, che tnut tree (0 Kastanie) . 
CHEST UT WOOD: es keschde hols. 
CH ICKE HOUSE: der hinkel schtall (PO hinkel + 
o Stall). 
CH IMNEY: der schanschtee, die schanschtee (0 
Schornstein). 
CHOP OUT A MORTICE (to): mortise hacke (E 
mortice + 0 hacken) . 
CLAPBOA RD: glabbaard (E clapboard); or glabbord. 
This term applies only to fences on which clap-
boards are used. 
CLEAT: der kliet, die kliete (E cleat). Vertically 
ventilators that are not hinged on their sides, 
usually have a small wooden cleat attached to 
the inside face which rests on one of the upper 
ties, ordinarily the third from the bottom of the 
shed. Cf. Ventilator; Tie. 
CORN CRIB: der welschkarn schopp. 
CORNER POST: der eck poschte, die eck poschte 
(0 Ecke + 0 Pjosten or E post). This term 
is used to designate the four corner posts in a 
tobacco shed, one on each of the two outside 
frames. Cf. Frame. 
CORNICE: der kornische, die kornische (E cornice). 
This is an extension of the roof laths over the 
gables of a building, usually about one foot. 
CRIPPLE INTO (to): grippele; or krippel (0 Kruppel, 
n). Whenever a standing brace is built into the 
gables of a shed or along the sides, the ties 
that run into it are cut and morticed into the 
braces. 
CROP ROTATION: die crop rotation, die crop 
rotations (E crop + rotation). Several kinds of 
rotation systems are in use in Pennsylvania, 
among which the 4-year rotation is most popular 
with steer feeding an integral component. 
CURE TOBACCO (to): duwack drickle (G Tabak + 
drickeln). 
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CURL SIDE: der gringler (C Kringel) . When marking 
lumber for a building, carpenters use blue pencil 
marks to indicate the sides of the lumber. The 
"curl '.' side is the pigtail side, or outside face 
beca use it is marked with little curls. Cf. Pig-
tail Face; X -mark, or fnside Face. 
CUT TOBACCO (to): duwack scheere; or duwack 
schneide. 
CUT WORM EATEN TOBACCO: cut worm verfresse 
duwack; or der worm verfresse duwack (E cut 
worm + C verfressen; E worm + C verfressen 
+ C Tabak) . The cut worm is a small worm 
that eats at the roots and sta lks of tobacco 
plants and must be killed before it decimates 
a crop. 
DAIRYMAN : der dairy mann, die dairy menner. 
DAMP TOBACCO: der zaye duwack (C Zahe); 
or feichte duwack. Tobacco that is sufficiently 
moi st to be stripped. 
Tobacco shed with gambrel roof. Stripping room is 
in the gable. A gable ventilator is built out f rom 
the cornice to facilitate air movement at that level. 
DAMPING OFF: uffdrickle. Damping off, or bed 
rot, is a seedbed disease caused by one of two 
organisms when moist conditions in the so il 
and in the air prevail. When an excessive amount 
of chicken manure, cottonseed meal, etc . , are 
placed over the bed under these conditions, 
bed rot may occur, particularly in older beds. 
DISTRIBUTE LATHS (to): let/lin zettle (C zelteln) . 
The verb identifies the act of placing laths along 
the rows of tobacco during harvest. Cf. Lath; 
Tobacco Lath . 
DOOR: die deer (C Tilr). Although this is a general 
term for door , several other terms exist for 
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specific doors on a tobacco shed. Cf. Slripping-
R oom Door; Tobacco-Cellar Door. 
DOWNSPOUT ING: zuner kandel (PC Zuner). Many 
tobacco sheds have downspouting o n their corner 
o r a lo ng the gables but at a light a ngle through 
which rain water may now into barrels or onto 
the grou nd . Cf. Cu{(ering. 
DRIPPING TOBACCO: der duwack dripst; or der 
duwack ist dropsichl. Oftentimes tobacco might 
be frozen in the shed while curin g, a nd thi s 
results in juices dropping from the stems a nd 
ribs as it thaws. 
DRIV EWA Y: die darrich f uhr denn, die darrich fah r 
denne (C durch + fa hren; C Tenne). Tobacco 
sheds have noors thr ugh which a wagon may 
be driven from gable to ga ble, o r in one gable 
but not the other. Thi s drivewa y is formed by 
frameposts . Also ca lled a Run way. Cf. Run way. 
Also poss ible der vorweeg, die vorweeg. 
DROP LATHS (to): lelflin zelfle. Cf. Distribule 
Laths (to). 
DROP THE LATHS FOR FIVE STALKS PER 
LA TH: zelfle die le{(lin , fer aile finfe schleck 
en leddli . A rule of thumb for di stributing laths 
during harvest. 
DROWN ED TOBACCO: der versoffne duwack (C 
versaufen + Tabak). Plants , when in field so il 
that is waterlogged, will suffoca te and die . 
Although death may be the extreme damage, 
partial wilting may also occur as the re ult of 
damage to the root y tern. 
EA RLY PLANTE D TOBACCO: der frieh duwack 
(C f ruhe + C Tabak) . Tobacco is genera ll y 
planted in three stage several week apart ; 
thi s i simply the earliest planted . 
EA VES: wu s dach dri wwer naus langl (C langen). 
The term identifies the roof overhang along the 
ides of a building. Cf. Roof. 
E ND TIE: der enl lei, die enl lei (C Ende + E lie). 
An end tie is a transverse structural member that 
is built into the gables and is morti ced into the 
center and corner posts and crippled into the 
end standing braces. Cf. Cable; Slanding Brace. 
END VENTILATOR: der ent venlilalor, die em 
ventilator (C Ende + E or C Ven lilalor). Mo t 
heds have large ventilators on their ga bles to 
create air now through the shed from gable to 
gable. These may be horizontal o r vertica l. 
FACE MARKS: die X-l71arcks. Ca rpenters mark 
lumber intended to be used on buildings. The 
X-marks a re used to indicate the inside face 
of lumber or LOp ide. 
F SI D : die fedderscht eit fum schopp. The 
face ide of a building is the side one fir t ee 
on approaching il or the ide most visible from 
a di stance on the road. 
F RM BY HAL V (to): um die helft bauera (G 
Halfte bauere). harecropping b hal e i 
not uncom mon in Penn ylvania; half the profit 
go to the harecropper and half to the owner. 
der helft bauer means the harecropper. 
FATTE ATTL: ochse fiedre (G Och !u([ern). 
ne aspect of the 4-yea r rotation y tern 
the fatt ening of callIe from whom manure i 
obtained for fertili zing the field . 
FI LLER : die fillers (E filler). Used as a grade of 
LObacco , the other being wrappers and binder . 
As a leaf, the term en fi ller is u ed. 
F I R T R ES: es fir hols; or es fir schlock hols. 
FIR LUMBE R: es fir lomber. 
FLAT WAGON : der flal wagge, die fla t wagge 
(E fla t + G Wagen). Flat wagon are generall y 
rep lacing other types of wagon for hauling 
tobacco from the fields to the curing heds. 
Farmers have to be Ie s careful with their crops 
now than formerly; thus, the u e of nat wagon . 
Cf. Hay Wagon; Ladder Wagon. 
FLOOR: der bodde, die bodde (G Boden). 
FLOWER: die blumm, die blum me (G Blume). 
Although this is a general term for nower , it 
is also applied to the nower of the tobacco plant. 
FOOTER: der fulter (E footer). A footer is basically 
the underpinning on which a chimney or founda-
tin wall i laid . A trench i u ually built beneath 
these footers. Cf. Trench; Chimney; Foundation. 
FOUL TOBACCO: verfault duwack (G verfaulen + 
Tabak) . Tobacco that rotted away from va rious 
causes. 
FOUNDATION: es fundament (G Fundament). Many 
tobacco sheds have foundations beneath them 
and may be of brick, cement blocks or native 
fieldstone . Cf. Brick Wall; Block Wall; Stone 
Wall . 
FRAME: der freem, die freem (E frame). A frame 
is a basic structural feature of most sheds and 
consists of posts, ties, span and plate as well as 
braces of various types. Cf. Frame Post; Brace; 
Span; Tie. 
FRAME BRACE: der freem brees, die freem breese 
(E frame + brace). Most tobacco sheds are built 
with frame braces to stiffen the shed and to give 
it trength. The e are bra e built on the frame. 
r. Frame; Brace; tanding Brace. 
R PO T: der freem po chte, die freem po chte 
(E frame G Pfosten or E post). a h frame 
con i t of at lea t three po t , one at the center 
and one on either end of the frame. It i al 0 
po ible 10 ha e four, twO in the middle and one 
on ea h end. r. Post; Frame; en ler Po t; 
pan; Rafter Plate. 
FR ILL :dieschwell,die chwelle(G chwelle}. 
Include both ide ill and end ill . 
FR M R: der freemer, die freell1er ( framer). 
framer i a piece of lumber that run from 
ide to ide or longi tudinally through a hed 
and help support the frame on the foundatio n 
wall . 
FRAMERS , ILL, GIRDERS : es gebelk (G Gebalk). 
The basic horizontal framework of a building . 
FROZE TOBACCO: der verf rohre duwack (G 
verfrieren Tabak) . Tobacco that is affected 
by a heavy frost in either the hed or in the 
field . 
FURROW: die farricht (G Furche) . 
GABLE : es giwwel ent, die giwwel enl (G Giebel + 
Ende). A tobacco shed ha two gable , o ne on 
each end of the building which consist of the 
outside frame, doors, etc. Gable end are always 
the hort ide of a hed . 
GABLE-E D VE TILATOR: der giwwel ventilator, 
die giwwel ventilator; der giwwel ent ventilator, 
die giwwel enl ventilators (G Giebel + E Ven-
tilator). A gable-end ventilator is simply a large 
vertical ventilator that i hinged or et on a cleat 
a nd that swings out to allow air now through 
and out of the shed . Cr. Ventilator; Gable. 
GABLE-E D WI DOW : es giwwel ent fenschter, die 
giwwel ent fenschtere (G Giebel + G Ende + 
G Fenster). Many heds have small windows set 
in their gables just below the peak of the roof 
or just above the span to allow light in when 
workers are hanging the upper parts of the shed 
or for ventilation. 
GATE HINGE: die glowe hintsch, der glover hintsches 
(PG glooe, glowe). 
GAUGE: der geetsch (E gauge). A gauge is a small 
piece of wood that has a square or rectangular 
hole in it and is used for checking the thickness 
of tenons . 
GIRDER : Cf. Beam. 
GREEN RUST: der grien ruschte (E green + G Rost) . 
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A disease that affects tobacco plants . 
GREEN SPOTS: scheckich (G scheckig). A disease 
that infects tobacco when it is hanging in the 
shed and which creates green-brown spots on the 
leaves which gener-ally become brittle and stiff. 
In cured leaf, green spot means that the green 
pigment has not been removed during the curing 
process before the leaf dies . 
HAIL-DAMAGED TOBACCO: verschlossner duwack 
(G schlossen + G Tabak). An imminent danger 
that all tobacco farmers face is a hail storm 
which can do considerable damage to a crop . 
HAND: der duwack bonsch; die handful; der bonsch 
(G Tabak + £ bunch; £ handful; £ bunch). 
After tobacco is stripped from the stalks, it is 
tied into " hands" of leaves before it is packed 
into the bale box. Ct. Binder; Bale Box; Strip (to) . 
HANDSPIKE: der hant schpeick (£ hand + spike). 
HANG THE PEAK (to): duwack in die faschte 
henke; in die faschte henke; die faschte fil/e. 
When filling a shed with cut tobacco, it is a 
common practice to hang it first in the upper 
reaches o f the shed just beneath the ridge. 
HARVEST TOBACCO (to): duwack weck du (G 
Tabak + G wegtun) . 
HA Y LADDER : der hoi leeder, die hoi leeders 
(G H eu + G Leiter) . This is the hay rack that 
is used on wagons to hang the speared tobacco 
onto so that the tips of the leaves hang toward 
the ground . These are removable when not 
required in the fields . Cf. Flat Wagon . 
HEART WOOD: es hartz hols (G H erz + G Holz). 
HEEL: der hiel; der schparra-Ior (G Sparren). Rafters 
rest on plates and on purlines, if there are any 
used . The outer ends of the rafters are notched 
if they rest on the plate only but the purline 
is notched if both purline and plates are used . 
Cf. Purline; Rafter Plate; Rafter. 
HEMLOCK: es hemlock (£ hemlock). 
HENCH: der hensch, die hensche (£ hench). A 
hench is the one and one-half inch space between 
the outside face of a mortice or a tenon. Mostly, 
the hench is used at the corners of a shed where 
the sills and corner posts meet and the end 
purline posts where the end of the purline meets 
the post. Cf. Mortice and Tenon Joint . 
HICKORY: es hickeri. 
HINGE: der hintsche, die hintsches; es band, die 
binner (£ hinge; G Band). 
HIP ROOF: es hip dach, die hip decher (E hip + 
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G Dach). Hip, or gambrel, roofs are common on 
many tobacco sheds in Pennsylvania . Such roofs 
provide extra space under the roof for hanging 
more laths. 
HOLLOW OUT (to): dechsle (G dachseln). Cf. A dze. 
HOLLOW SIDE: die hohl seit (G hohl + G Seite). 
The term identifies one side of a piece of lumber 
with specific characteristics . 
HONEYCOMB SOIL: der bodde es beassel gefroha. 
HOOK KNIFE: es hoke messer; or der tschopper 
(E hook + G Messer; E chopper) . Although the 
exact referen t is not clear , it should be noted 
that corn knives were formerl y used to harvest 
tobacco in this state before shears became 
popular. This may, then , be a corn kni fe. 
HOUSE BURN: schopp verbrennte du wack (PG 
schobb, o r G Schuppen + G verbrennen). House 
burn , pole rot, pole sweat , and a number of other 
terms, identify a disease caused by small organisms 
wh en wet weather prevails fo r lo ng periods of 
time in a shed . It actua lly causes the leaf to 
so ften and decay by a ttacking the pa rts of the 
leaf that give it stiffness a nd toughness, such 
as the ribs. Cf. Pole Rot. 
INSECT EATEN TOBACCO: mucke velj resse duwack 
or f lieh verf resse duwack. Insects of variou 
kind s will attack a nd partia lly damage tobacco 
while it is in the fields by ea ting holes in the 
leaves. 
JOIN (TO): tschoine; tscheine; weddernanner f i[(e 
(E j oint; E j oin; PG wedder + G einander + £ f it). 
These terms are used to refer to the fitting together 
of two or more pieces or lumber with specific 
types o f joints. Cf. Mortice and Tenon l oint; 
Hench; Lap loint. 
JOINT : der tschoint, die tschoints; or der tscheint, 
die tscheints (E joint) . 
JOIST: der balke, die balke (G Balken) . Joists are 
structural members that are set crosswise or length-
wise between the fra mers, bea m and girders and 
help support the floor above them. 
LADDER WAGON: der leeder wagge; die leeder 
wegge (G Leiter + G Wagen) . This is the older 
type of tobacco wagon that has hay rac ks on it. 
C t. Hay Wagon; Flat Wagon. 
LAP JOINT: der iaep tschoint, die laep tschoints, 
or der laep tscheint, die laep tscheints (E lap + E 
joint) . A lap joint is usually given to two 
horizontal pieces of lumber where their ends meet, 
such as two side sills, or a side sill and an end 
sill. They may be of various dimensions, such 
Sizing cured leaves in "sizing box. " 
as half lap, one-third , one-quarter and so o n. 
LATE PLANTED TOBACCO: der schpod duwack. 
Cf. Early Planted Tobacco. 
LEAF: es blatt, die bletter (G Blatt). 
LEA YES ON SEEDLINGS THE SIZE OF QUAR-
TERS (DIMES) : die bletter sin so gross ass 
wie vartel; so gross ass zehesent schticker. When 
seedlings are ready to be picked for transplanting 
to the fields , the size of the leaves is an import-
ant index to their partial maturity. 
LEA YES ON STALKS IN THE FIELD: die un-
nerschte bletter (lowest); s sand blatt, die sand 
bletter (sand leaves); s guddi duwack blatt, die 
guddi bletter (usually the middle leaves) ; shatz 
blatt, die hatz bletter (top leaves before topping) . 
LID : der deckel, die deckel (G Deckel). Type of 
ventilator that is set at the bottom of a shed 
along its side like a skirt. 
LOAD: die laad duwack, die laad duwack (E load 
+ G Tabak). When tobacco is cut in the fields, 
it is usually left to wilt a bit, then it is placed 
on wagons to be hauled to the shed. A single 
wagon load, about one hundred laths. 
LOAD TOBACCO (TO) : duwack laade. 
o G 10: die lang eil (G lang G eire). 
hed ha e two ide : the hort ide, or gable, 
and the long ide, or the ide of the hed. r. 
Gable. 
LOO E Rl B : loose ribbe (G Rippe 10 ). 
L BER BILL: n hoi bill (G Holz bill). The 
bill pre ented to the mill that cut the lumber to 
the peci fication of the farmer or arpenter. 
AK B L (TO): duwack beele (G Tabak + E 
bale, to). Tobacco, after tripping, i made into 
hand and then i compacted into bale for 
deli ery to market. Cr. Hand; Bale; Bunch: 
Binder. 
MAPLE: s meebel hols; der meebel (E maple). rote 
meebel (red maple); weisse meebel (white maple); 
zucker meebel ( ugar maple). 
MA URE: mischt (G Mist). Manure from cattle 
is a very important part of tobacco agriculture 
ince the field are ferti li zed with it during 
the winter as it is hauled from the barn tails. 
MA U RE (TO): mischde. 
MANURE PILE: der mischt hof (G Mist + G Haufe). 
M ILK H OUSE: millich haus (G Milch + G H aus) . 
MO LDY TIPS: moldy tips (E moldy + E lips); 
die schimliche tips (G schimmlig + E tips). A 
disease which causes mould to gro w on the lea ves 
of a tobacco plant. 
MORTICE: s mortis (E mortice). A mortice is a 
hole on the bottom or top of a piece of lumber 
tha t is cut to fi t a tenon into and then the whole 
is pegged . Cf. Tenon; Joint; Pin; Hen ch. Also 
s mortice un tenon tschoint . 
MOSAIC : foxy duwack (E foxy + G Tabak). A 
viral infection caused by the tobacco mosaic 
virus that occurs on plants in the beds or in the 
field . It is charaCterized by a mottled appearance 
on the leaves. 
MUSLIN : der muslien; or die musslien (G Musselin) . 
This material is used to cover the seedbeds while 
the seedlings are growing. 
NAIL: der nagel, die neggel; or der najjel (G Nagel) . 
der dach nagel (head nail); der finish nagel (fmishing 
nail); geschnittni (hand-made nail) . 
NAIL TIE: der nagel tei, die neggel ties; der najjel 
tei, die najjel teis (G Nagel + E tie). Nail 
ties are horizontal pieces of lumber that are fixed 
on the sides of sheds on which the siding is 
nailed. Cf. Tie; Sid~ Tie; End Tie. 
NEEDLE: die noodel (G Nadel) . Bale boxes are 
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usually fitted with small crosswise grooves into 
which the needle is placed so that the twine 
used to bind the bale can be run through the 
box. 
NINE A.M. BREAK: s nein uhr schlick (G neun + 
G Uhr + G Stuck). Workers in the fields 
will usually take a short break at nine o'clock 
in the morning for refreshments brought 'to them 
from the house. Cf. 3 P.M. Break. 
OAK: die eeche (G Eiche). 
OAK WOOD: s eeche hols. 
PEAK: die faschte (G First). The area just below 
the ridge inside of a shed; or possibly all of the 
area above the square. Cf. Square. 
PICKER: del' duwack blanze ropper (G Tabak + 
G Pflanze + G rupfen). When seedlings are 
about to be picked for transplanting to the fields, 
the person who does the picking is designated 
by this term. Cf. Seedbed; Transplanting. 
PIG PEN: del' sei schtall (G Sei + G Stall). 
PIGTAIL FACE: dersei schwanz (G Sei + G Schwanz). 
The outside face of lumber indicated as such by 
the pigtail, or curl, marks made by the' carpenter. 
Cf. Curl Side. 
Demuth's tobacco shop in Lancaster. It was founded 
in J 770 and is still operated by the same family. 
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PIN : del' zappe, die zappe (G Zapfen). The peg 
for a mortice and tenon joint. 
PIN HOLE: s zappe loch, die zappe lecher (G Zapien 
+ G Locher). The hole made in a joint to 
receive the pin . Cf. Pin . 
PIN MAKER: del' zappe macher (G Zapfen + G 
machen). Person who makes the pins for joints. 
PITCHY TOBACCO: pitschicher duwack (E pitchy 
+ G Tabak). In late tobacco, particularly, tars 
will accumulate in the tobacco while it is being 
cured in the shed. The presence of this "pitch" 
is noticeable during the stripping operation . 
PLANT (TO): blanze (G pflanzen). 
PLANT AFTER (TO): duwack naach blanze (G 
Tabak + G nach + G pflanzen). Once the 
seedlings have been transplanted to the fields, 
some will die or sin}Ply fall over. Young children 
have the responsibility of re-setting the already 
planted seedlings or planting new ones. 
PLANTING: die blanzel, die blanzete. 
PLATE: die pleel, die pleets (E plate). The plate 
is a piece of horizontally laid IU\TIber that is set 
at the tops of frames along their sides. The heels 
of the roof rafters rest on these plates. Cf. 
Rafler; Span; Rafter Plate. 
PLUMB UP (TO) : plumbe. To make straight, as 
in a shed's sides. 
POLE BURN: schopp verbrennte duwack. Cf. 
House Burn. 
POPLAR: s bapler (E poplar). 
POST: del' poscht, die poschte (G Pfosten). General 
term for post. The post in the cellar that sup-
ports the main girder is called del' darrichziek 
poscht. 
PRIVY: die brivvi (E privy); s scheiss haus (slang). 
PULL TOBACCO (TO): duwack blanze roppe (G 
Tabak + Pflanze + rupfen) . The act of plJlling 
seedlings from seedbeds . 
PULL OFF TOBACCO (TO): abroppe (G abrupfen). 
Stripping tOQacco after it is cured. 
PULLED OFF STALKS FROM LATHS: abschtreefe. 
(G streijen). 
PURLINE: die perlein, die perleine (E purline). 
A purline is a horizontal member that is located 
halfway between the square and the ridge. The 
roof rafters rest on it. Cf. Purline Post; 
Purline Brace; Rafter; Square; Roof Tree. 
PURLINE POST: del' perleine poschte. 
PURLI T IE: der perlein lei, die perlein leis ( 
purline + lie). The crosswise member i joined 
at each of its end to the end of the purline on 
each frame . 
P RLI BRA : perleine breese. 
PUT TOBAC 0 AWAY (TO): duwack weck duo 
f. Harvesl Tobacco (to). 
RA FTE R: der schparre, die schparre (G Sparren). 
Rafter are laid to a given pitch, or angle, one 
end on the place and the upper end nailed 
to each other where they meet at the ridge. Roof 
laths are then nailed to them and the roofing 
over them . Cf. Plale; Roof. 
RA FTE R PLATE: Cf. Plate. 
RAISE (A BAR ) (TO): uffschlagge; uffrichte. 
RAMP : Cf. bankhill. 
RIDGE: der kamm, die kemm (G Kamm ). The 
upper most part of the roof formed by the ends 
of the rafters. Cf. Rafler. 
" . " 
l ' . " 
" 
A side-opening shed along the Susquehanna similar 
10 an English barn. 
RIDGE VENTILATOR: der ridge venlilator (E ridge 
+ G or E ventilator). The ventilator set on 
top of the ridge. 
RIB: die duwack ripp, die duwack ribbe. Tobacco 
rib. 
ROOF: s dach (G Dach). 
ROOF LATH: die lall, die latte; die dach latt, 
die dach latte. (G Latte). 
ROOF 1 REE: de,. dachschluhl (G Dach + G Stuhf). 
ROOF VENTILATOR: de,. dach ventilator, die 
dach ventilators (G Dach + G or E . ventilator). 
Many Pennsylvania sheds have this type of vent:lator 
in the gables . It is simply an extension of 
the roof lath in the form of a orni e but 
the iding i nailed on it in tead of on the lie , 
thu lea ing a pa e bet\ een the 10\ er iding and 
the upper part on the roof. mall dl r 
i built into it that can be controlled b 
tring on the in ide of the hed . 
ROTTE RIB : fauli ribbe. di ea e affe ting 
the tobacco" hen curing, au ing it to rot, particu-
larly the rib . 
ROW : die duwack roijel (G Tabak G Reihe) . 
R T: der roschl . Ru t i a fungal infection on 
tobacco. Cf. Brown Rust; Green Ru f . 
RU TED TOBACCO: verroschle duwack. 
APWOOD : s saep hols. 
AFFOLD : der skaffoll bock, die skaffoll beck. 
For many year it wa a common practice for 
tobacco farmers to place their filled tobacco lath 
on outside scaffolds for a period of time for 
partial wilting, then they wou ld place them in the 
shed for curing completely. 
SCAFFOLDI G: die skaffo lting (E scaffolding) . 
Scaffolding inside a tobacco shed on which laths 
are hung on rails. 
SEED: die same (G Same). 
SEEDBED : s duwack bett, die duwack bedde. Bed 
in which the seedlings of tobacco are grown 
before transplanting . Cf. Tobacco Seedbed. 
SEEDLINGS: blanzlin . 
SEEDPOD: der same kolwe, die same kolwe (G 
Kolben). 
SHEARS: die scheer. This is the long handled shears 
now used for cutting tobacco stalks. 
SHED FROZEN TOBACCO: schopp verfrohre duwack 
(G Schuppen or PG schobb + verfrierer). Tobacco 
that has been affected by a frost while in the 
shed curing. 
SHI GLE: die schindel ( G Schindel). die holz schindel 
(wood shingle); die schleet schindel (slate shingle); 
die asbestos schindel (asbestos shingle). 
SHIP LAP: der schip laep (E ship + E lap). 
When two boards are overlapped so that the 
edges are about one third to one half over and 
under each other, particularly for. horizontal 
siding. 
SHOULDER: die schulder. The space around a 
tenon or a mortice. 
SIDE BRACE: der seit brees, die seit breeses. Side 
braces are commonly standing braces at the corners 
of a shed. 
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SIDE TIE: der seit tei, die seit teis. Side ties 
are horizontal members that are laid on the sides 
of a shed between the posts. Usually, there 
are about three to fo ur tiers of them. Cf. Tier; 
Post. 
SIDING: die wedderbaarding, die wedderbaarding 
(E weather-boarding). die zung un fedder, die 
zung un fedder (tongue and groove). 
SIGNS OF ZODIAC: undergehender (down sign); 
uffgehender (up sign); undergehender grebs (down 
sign-Crab) . 
SILL: die schwell, die schwell (G Schwelle). Cf. 
End Sill; Side Sill. 
SIZE TOBACCO (TO): duwack lenge. Tobacco 
was formerly sized according to preselected sizes 
ranging up to about 36 inches in boxes designed 
for this. Cf. Sizing Box. 
SIZING BOX: die duwack lenge bax; die leng racke; 
die /enge bax. A sizing box is simply a series 
of compartments in two inch intervals held to-
gether with boards and placed on the table of the 
stripping room. As the leaves are stripped 
they are measured for size and then made into 
hands and baled. 
SMOTHERED TOBACCO: verschmoddert. 
SORT TOBACCO (TO): duwack sorte (G Tabak 
+ sortieren). Tobacco was, and still is, sorted 
according to grades or quality. Three general 
qualities are used: wrapper, binder and filler. 
Cf. Wrapper; Binder; Filler. 
SOW TOBACCO (TO): duwack same saee. (G Tabak 
+ Same + G saen). Cf. Broadcast (to). 
SPAN: der schpann, die schpanne (G Spanne). 
The end plate on the tops of the outside frames 
running from corner to corner on each gable. 
SPAN BRACE: der schpann brees, die schpann 
breeses. A span brace is a brace that extends 
from the upper span to the second or third end 
ties . It is used in all inside frames to allow 
wagons to pass through the shed or to the last 
gable. 
SPEAR: der schpeer, die schpeere: der schpiess, die 
schpisse. (G Speer; G Spiess). This is placed on 
the end of a tobacco lath so that the stalks of 
tobacco can be pushed onto the laths. Cf. 
Tobacco Lath. 
SPEAR TOBACCO (TO): 
uffetle; lettlin eiffetle. 
stalks onto laths. 
duwack eifettle; duwack 
The art of spearing 
SPEAR UP TOBACCO (TO): uffschpeere. Cf. 
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Spear Tobacco (to). 
SPIKE: der schpeik, die schpeiks (E spike). 
SPINDL Y PLANTS: schnaekeriche. Seedlings that 
have not fully developed their root systems or 
their leaves when in the beds. 
SPLICE: s schpleis (E splice); also s schpleis maha 
Cf. Joint . 
SPLICE (TO): schpleise, or schpleisse. Cf. join (to). 
SPOUTING: der kandel. The term includes both 
downspouting and guttering. Cf. Downspouting 
and Guttering. 
SQUARE: der schwar, die schware (E square) . The upper 
horizontal member of the frame defines the 
upper limits of the square. 
STAIRS: der schteeg, die schtiegge. 
ST AKE OFF (TO): abschtecke; (G abstecken). 
Before a building is erected, its ground dimensions 
must be marked with stakes and strings. 
STALK OF TOBACCO: der duwack schtock (G Stock). 
STANDING BRACE: der standing brees, die standing 
breeses. A standing brace is set in either the 
side corners or end corners with its upper ends 
at just below the upper tier and its lower end 
set in a sill. Ends are morticed into posts 
and sills alike. Cf. Post; Mortice; Tenon; End 
Sill; Side Sill; Hench. 
STEM: der schtengel, die schtengel. 
STOCKADE: der schtockade. Long poles with 
metal points that range in length from six to 
twenty feet and which are used to help push 
up frames during the raising of barns or sheds. 
STRIP TOBACCO (TO): duwack schtrippe (dG 
strippe) . Removing the leaves from the stalks 
after curing the tobacco. 
STRIPPING ROOM: die schtripp schtupp (G Strippe 
+ G Stube) . Objects in stripping room: der 
of en (stove); der schteeg (stairs); der disch; s 
fenshter (window); die schtrip schtupp deer 
(stripping-room door); die keller deer (tobacco 
cellar door); kohle bin (storage bin, lit. coal bin); 
die blanck (plank to stand on); die beel bax, 
or die press (bale box or press; der bodde (floor); 
die mauer (wall); die schtuhl (stool). 
STONE WALL: die schtee mauer (G Stein + G 
Mauer). Cf. Foundation; Block Wall; Brick Wall. 
STRIKE A SHED (TO): duwack runner duo To take 
the laths down from the rails after curing the 
tobacco. 
STUBBLE: die schtopel; or die schtupler (0 Stoppel). 
STUBBLE E D: s schtoppel ent. When tobacco is 
cut , this is the end that is speared onto the laths. 
SUCKER TOBACCO (TO): duwack sockere (0 Tabak 
+ E sucker [to]) . To remove the suckers that 
grow after a plant has been tapped. Cf. Topped 
Tobacco; Top Tobacco (to). 
SUCKER LEAF: die sockere bleller. These small 
leaves grow out after a plant has been tapped; 
that is, the flower removed. 
SUNBURNT TOBACCO: sunn verbrennte du wack 
(E sun + G verbrennen). Tobacco scalded by 
the sun in the fields after being cut. 
SWEAT TOBACCO (TO): duwack schwitze (G 
sch witzen). After tobacco has been delivered to 
market, the buyers will put it through additional 
fermentation called a "sweat" . 
SYCAMORE: s wasserpitch (possibly water beech). 
TAKE STALKS OFF LATHS (TO): Cf. Pull Stalks 
Off Laths. 
TENON: s tenon; die tenons (E tenon) . A tenon 
is an extension of the end of a piece of lumber 
that is created by cutting away two sides, or 
shoulders; this, in turn, fits into a mortice hole. 
Cf. Shoulder; Mortice; Mortice Hole . 
THICK RIBS: dicki ribbe (0 dick + GRippe). 
A disease of tobacco causing the midribs to grow 
quite large and tough. 
THREE P .M. BREAK: drei uhr schtick. Cf. Nine 
A.M. Break. 
TIE A HAND OF TOBACCO (TO): der bundel 
binne; en bundel mache. (0 Bundel + G 
Binden; G Bundel + G machen). Cf. Hand. 
TIER: der tier, die tiers; or der teer, die teers (E 
tier). A tier represents a single series of horizontal 
members in a shed on which tobacco rails are 
laid . Each shed ordinarily has at least four, 
sometimes more of these, below the square and 
one or two above the square. Nearly always, 
the vertical distance between tiers measures about 
forty-five inches to four feet but a greater dis-
tance is possible. The space between tiers is 
sometimes referred to as a "room"; no term for 
this has yet been found in Pennsylvania-German. 
TILL (TO): uffschaffe. 
TILTH: loose bodde; der bodde as schee luckt; 
der bodde as fein schafft. This term means 
simply than the soil is tilled to a point where 
the soil particles are fine and loose; or in a good 
stage of tilth, or cultivation. 
TOBA 0 B YER: der duwack keifer (0 Tabak 
o Kaufer) . compan repre entati e \ ho 
purcha es tobacco crop from the farmer in 
"barn door" ale. 
TOBACCO CELLAR: der duwack keller, die duwack 
keller (0 Tabak 0 Keller). Although ome-
time referred to as the dampening room, the 
purpose of the cellar i to dampen tobacco 
sufficiently to allow it to be tripped. Object 
in the cellar: der duwak keller bodde (tobacco 
cellar floor); die duwack rieggel (tobacco rail ); 
die duwack keller deer (tObacco cellar door leading 
from the tripping room); der keller deckel 
(trap door from floor above). 
TOBACCO CELLAR DOOR : die keller deer, die 
keller deer. 
----- -
Tobacco shed with gambrel roof in Denver, Lancaster 
County. Stripping room is on the side of the 
shed next to the large doors. 
TOBACCO FARMER: der duwack bauer, die duwack 
bauer (G Tabak + G Bauer). 
TOBACCO FIELD: s duwack felt, die duwack 
felder (G Tabak + G Feld). 
TOBACCO LADDERS: die duwack leedere. Cf. 
Hay Ladders. 
TOBACCO LATH: s duwack lettie, die duwack 
lett lin (G Tabak + 0 Latte). A tobacco 
lath is a stick four to four and one half feet 
long onto which tobacco stalks are speared. These 
are then hung in the shed for curing of the 
tobacco . 
TOBACCO PRESS: die press, die presse (E press). 
Cf. Bale Box. 
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TYPICAL ROOF CONSTRU C T I ON 
FOR 32' X 75 ' SHEDS 
0 11 ."IIIO~L-i~-
OIIUI ~"LII'" 
~O ""f[ 0 [111: P[III I.. [ I M IIUt, 
Cutaway view of roof construction for tobacco shed. Note the Pennsylvania-German terms for the various 
parts. 
TOBACCO RAIL: der duwack rieggel, die duwack 
rieggel (G Tabak + G Riege!). Tobacco rail s 
are \6' long rails that are laid horizonta ll y on 
the ties of a shed and on which tobacco la ths 
are then hung. Most often, these ra il are 
spaced forty-five inches apart so that a 4' lath 
ma y be hung on them, or four feet fo r the 
4 '6" laths . Cf. Tobacco Laths. 
TOBACCO RIB : die duwack ripp, die duwack ribbe. 
The large midrib of a to bacco leaf. 
TOBACCO SEED: die duwack same. 
TOBACCO SEEDBED: s duwack bell, die duwack 
bedde. Cf. Seedbed. 
TOBACCO SHED: der duwack schopp . A building 
especiall y designed for curing tobacco. Cf. Barn . 
RAISE A TOBACCO SHED (TO): en du wack schop 
uffschlagge. 
TOBACCO WAGON: die dLi wack wagge; die leedre 
wagge. The later type refers to the hay wagon, 
while the fo rmer is simpl y a ny o f th e two types 
of wagons used . for ha uling tobacco to the 
curing shed . C f. Hay Wagon; Ladder Wagon; 
Flat Wagon. 
TOBACCO WAR EHOU SE: es du wack weerhaus 
(G Tabak + E warehouse). Th e building to 
whi ch baled tobacco is bro ught fo r deli very to 
the bu yer . 
TOBACCO WITH HOLES IN IT: lecherich duwack 
(G locherig + G Tabak ). 
TOBACCO WITH PIG EO DROPPINGS ON IT: 
dau we verschisse du wack . 
TOBACCO WORM EATEN TOBACCO : der worm 
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velj re se duwack . Cf. Cut Worm Eaten To-
bacco . 
TOO LARGE BUNC HES: zU dicki bonches. Hands 
that have too many leaves in them. Cf. Hand. 
TOOL SHED: implement schopp. 
TOP END: s ewwerscht end. 
o f a piece of lumber. 
Pigtail; Curl Side. 
The top end or side 
Cf. Bottom End; 
TOP OF TOBACCO STALK: in field before being 
cut: ewwerscht end; when in the shed: unnerscht 
end. 
TOP TOBACCO (TO) : duwack toppe (G Tabak + 
E top). To break off the f10wer of a tobacco 
plant. Cf. Sucker Tobacco (to) . 
TOPPED TOBACCO: getoppt duwack. 
TRANSPLANT (TO) : rumblan ze. Pulling tobacco 
seedlings from the beds for transplanting to the 
fields . 
TRANSPLANTE R: der duwack blanzer, die duwack 
blanser. A machine. 
TRAP DOOR: der deckel. Most hed with tobacco 
cellars have doors leading from th e ma in f100r 
into the cellar . C f. Tobacco Cellar. 
TRE NCH: der grawe, die gree wer. This is the 
trench dug out for a foo ter . Cf. Footer. 
TROWEL: Die kell (G Kelfe). 
UNC URED TOBACCO : noch net gekj urt , net gekj urt , 
net gans gekj url . (G k urieren E cure). 
Tobacco tha t ha been pa rtiall y cured before 
stripping it from th e sta lk s . 
TYP ICAL I SIDE FRAM I G FOR 32 ' X 75' SHEDS 
0( - S[· l c .. r ~ .. o "o 
.-U S 
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Inside framing for a tobacco shed with Pennsylvania-German terms. 
UN [AT BALE : die verhuddelli beds (G verhudeln 
E bale). loppil y made beele of tobacco. 
PRI HT : der upreil, die upreils. The main 
upporting posts in a hed. Cf. Frame; POSI. 
UP TO THE SQUARE: nuff ZUI/1 schware. The 
part of the hed' s frames that go up to the span 
in the gable frames and in side frame. 
VENTI LATOR: die ventilator, die ventilators. Boards 
or small windows that ca n be moved to allow 
air to now into and out of the hed while 
tobacco is curing. 
VE TILATOR ABOVE DOORS: der gleene, die 
gleene. 
VERTI AL: uff un abo 
VERTICAL VE TILATOR: die grosse ventilator. 
Thi i the large ventilator or ventilators that 
are hinged or rest on the tier just below the 
sq uare and are made of siding. Every third or 
fourth board i made into a ventilator. 
WAGON: der wagge, die wagge. Parts of a wagon; 
s rad, die redder (wheel) ; die deichsel (tongue); 
die langkwil! (connecting pole); die blanck (plank); 
or der baardwalk; der schpeech, die schpeeche 
(,po"c.'»; der schemel (bolster); der nob (hub); 
die aechs (axle); der poschle (post); s running 
geer (undercarriage); hiflle wagge (back of wagon); 
I'anne lI'agge (front of wagon). 
WAGON SHED: lI'agge schopp. Cf. Flat Wagon; 
Ladder Wagon. 
W ALL: die mauer. 
WAR , HUMID WEATHER : s wachsich wedder. 
Weather that i sometime good for tobacco 
curing but if too long then it can cau e many 
problems, uch a pole rot. 
WASH HOU E: wasch haus. 
WEATHERBOARD (TO): gewedderbaard. 
WHITE PINE: s weisse beinl. 
WILDFI RE: der wiltfeier roschl. Wildfire may 
occur either in the beds or in the fields. In 
both in tances it i caused by an organism, 
Pseudomonas labaci, which cause lesions on the 
leaves with a cen ter pot of dead ti ssue, u ually 
white in color . Field wildfire exhibit the same 
symptom s as wildfire in seedbed; that is, a large 
halo with yellow border. 
WINDOW: s fenschler. 
WOOD SHED: hols schopp. 
WRAPPER ;.. der raepper (E wrapper). A wrapper 
i both a grade of tobacco and the outer leaf 
of a cigar. As a grade, it is the finest and 
as a part of a cigar it must look clean, fine 
and undamaged. 
YELLOW LEAF: gehl bletlrich. Tobacco in the 
field or in the beds will sometimes be affected 
by a nitrogen deficiency in the soi l i·n which case 
growth rate is severely diminished a nd the color of 
the leaves changes from green to lemon-yellow 
to orange-yellow, particularly the lower leaves. 
YELLOW PI E: s gehle beinle. 
YELLOW TOBACCO: gehl duwack. Cf. Yellow leaf 
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Pennsylvania German Astronomy 
and Astrology XIV: 
Benjamin Franklin's Almanacs \' "' ~ ~ meu ~ eingtrid)ttttr .' jimcriCttlttfcpcr ., By Louis Winkler 
Research for this article was supporkd in part by a grant from 
the Penrose Fund of the American Philosophical Society. All 
figures of Franklin's almanacs are reproduced by the courtesy 
of the University of Pennsylvania Library, Rare Book Department. 
Introduction 
Benjamin Franklin's involvements with the German-
speaking people of America are extensive and deep. 
Franklin had partners in the printing business of 
German origin, and his firm printed a variety of 
German-language items, including advertisements in 
the Pennsylvania Gazette. 
Franklin's involvements with astrology are primarily 
found in the various almanacs he printed . The two 
titles with German connections are Neu-Eingerichteter 
Americanische Geschichts-Kalender (Figure 1) and a 
"German edition'" of the Poor Richard almanac. 
According to Robert's manuscript regarding Franklin's 
press, there wre 5,197 copies of the German edition 
printed and sold from 1752-1765. 2 Franklin printed, 
computed and wrote text for the famous Poor 
Richard (Figure 2) almanac. 
General Astrological Involvement 
Miller indicates that Franklin's name appears as 
printer or co-printer from 1732-1757 for twelve 
almanacs titles totaling eighty-nine issues. J Franklin's 
'1899 "Notes and Queries," Pennsvlvania Magazine of HislOry 
and Biography, Vol. 23, p. 122. Miller (see relerence 3), nowever, 
in a private discussion, suggests that the German editions never 
existed and that "German" may refer to an almanac calculator 
by ·the name of Jerman whose almanacs American Almanack 
and Almanack, Franklin printed. 
'Ibid. 
'Clarence W. Miller, Benjamin Franklin's Philadelphia Prinling, 
1728-1766 (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1974). 
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Figure 1: Cover from 1750 issue of Neu-eingerichteter 
Americanischer Geschichts-Calender. 
Sheet Almanac and Barbadoes Almanac were broad-
sides, and contained the least amount of astrology. 
The astrology was limited to positions of the moon 
relative to the zodiacal signs and planetary aspects. 
The Pocket Almanac, which Franklin also computed, 
Almanack, American Almanack, American Country 
Almanack, and the Neu-Eingerichteter Americanische 
Geschichts-Kalender contained a somewhat expanded 
version of the astrology of the broadsides in addition 
to the position of the sun relative to the zodiacal signs 
and the traditional Almanac Man .4 Various issues of 
the Pocket Almanac and the Neu-Eingerichteter 
Americanische Geschichts-Kalender appeared in red 
and black. This is reminiscent of the ancient almanac 
tradition which denotes astrologically lucky days in 
red and unlucky ones in black. Poor Richard almanacs 
'For a discussion of the use and nature of the Almanac Man, 
see Article XIII of this series. 
contained the largest ariet)- of a trolog} and popular 
a ~tronomy and .... ill be the basi for ubsequent 
di scuss ion s. • 
Franklin emp loyed the p eudon)-m, " Richard 
aunders," in both hi s Poor Richard· and Pocket 
A Imanac. Th e origin of hi s p eudonym and famou 
almanac titl e i fairly ob iou if one examine the 
bound co llectio n of I th entury ngli h almanac 
which were part of Franklin ' library and are now in 
the po e ion of the America n Ph ilo ophical ociety. 
evera l year before and after Franklin publi hed 
I he lour alrnanac IIlk., nOI l1lenllOned arnoulll 10 ,e,en 
",ue, and provide lillie Inforrnallon. The Pennsl'l"anla AIII/anac/.. 
and '\1'11 ./ersel' 11lll/anac" are ~no" n 10 eX ISI Ihro ugh ad,eni,c-
l11enl" and Ihc ,' ell' ) em '\ Glfl I, a poc~el alrnanac, The 
AII/erican COl/nlrv AIII/anac" lo r Ihe years 1746 and 1747 is preceded 
by POOl ROl!.er, allcr 1I1C calcul alor Roger o rc . "Poor Roger" 
I" a 11lllnic o r .. Poo r RIChard" , 
' I\\u" lor 1748-175 are \o rnclirnes rcrerred 10 as Poor Richard 
tll/pro"ed, 
poor Rr'chard, 1733. 
AN 
A ..lmanack 
Fnr the Y (,:\1' of Chrift 
Bving th e' Firft aft er LEAP YEAH. : 
.Illld 7llah-lS (tllc r t !l,. ('rration 
By t lit' An-o"nt of the Eastern Gree~'8 
HI' th e Lati n ( 'hurch , )\'hl'l1 0 ern. <y' 
B~' the C\lnlPllt ,1t(on of Tr. I/". 
lh' he R Ol/um (' nrol1 () lo"v 
L}' the J ClI:is/t Hal/bies "'. 
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('(1 rot ill (f. 
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Figure 2: Cover from 1733 issue of Poor Richard 
hi fir t Poor Richard, or I ,the almana Poor 
Rob/fl b} .. Poor Robm" and polio ng/ical1l1 
b} "Ri hard aunder" (no" ") \\ere being publi hed 
in ng land . The e t\\O ngh h title and many other 
found in rankhn' Itbrar} are replete \\ ith a trolog} 
and popular a tronom} . 
Franklin frequentl} tated or implied hi general 
belief in a trology in Poor Richard for almo t a 
quarter entury. In Poor Richard for I 34 he a kno\\ -
ledge the apabilit} of a trologer to anticipate 
the future from the tar. In the I i ue ranklin 
de ribe him elf and a ontemporary almanac ca l-
culatOr, Titan Leed ,a targazer and a trologer . 
In the i ue for 173 and I I it i indicated that 
Franklin pent time in PaLO\ mack (or Poto\ rna k) 
where an "old targazer" Ii ed . urther, Franklin' 
wife, unde r the p eudon m of " Bridget aunder' 
in Poor Richard for 173 , indicated that her hu band 
vi ited the old targazer in 1737. I n the i ue for 
1754 Franklin de cribe John Jerman and Thoma 
More, calculator for almanac printed b Franklin, 
a well a himself, a a trologer . In thi ame a lmanac 
he gi es a brief hi tory of a trolog . 
Thi writer find an intere ting reaction from 
people who are knowledgeable about the cha racter 
of Benjamin Franklin in connection with the term 
"a trologer" and " targazer". There appear to be 
a protective in tinct on their behalf for Franklin. 
The general reaction i that a s trologer mean "cal-
culator " and targazer mean "obse rv er," and neither 
astrologer nor targazer ha any eriou connota tion 
of the occult. Franklin, howe er, even u e the term 
in a re pectfu l astro logical fa hion. In the mid- 18th 
Century, a trology did not ha e the derogatory 
association that it ha toda among tho e who do 
not believe in astrology. In a ny e ent there i no 
e idence that a trology i in o lved in any of Fra nklin ' 
great po litica l or scientific contrib ution . 
In Poor Richard for 1751 Franklin shows sympathy 
for astrologers but seems to criticize them also, He 
regrets the "wanton condemnation and abuse" of 
astrology by the English a stronomers Isaac Newton, 
Edmund Halley, and William Whiston (Figure 3). 
However , Franklin forgives Whiston because later in 
life Whiston "repents" and acknowledges the validity 
of astrology. Franklin recounts the extreme astrological 
views of Whiston regarding an imminent Millennium. ' 
Whiston's complex ideas are based upon interpretation 
of a wide variety of astronomical phenomena, 
Despite Franklin ' s sympathy, he comments as to the 
classical ex post facto prognostication amendments 
that astrologers exhibit when their prognostications 
are not precise enough or are incorrect. 
'Memoirs of fhe Life of Mr. William Whiston (London, 1749). 
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Alignments of Celestial Bodies 
In Fra nkli n's first a lma nac, Poor Richard fo r 1733 , 
he immedi a tely a nd effectively employed a fo rm o f 
as tro logy . H e predi ctep tha t o n O cto ber 17, 1733 
at 3:29 P .M. , which co incides with the co njuncti o nS 
of Mercury a nd the sun, Leeds would die (Figure 4). 
Leeds was the publisher of the Leeds almanac which 
was most prominent at the time . Predicting Leeds' 
demise a s Franklin did, shows that thi s as tro logy is 
Franklin s tyled beca use the conjunction of Mercury 
and the sun traditionally have little to do with d eath . 
The conjunction occurs rather frequentl y, about fo ur 
times a year, ma king it a rathe r una uspicious event. 
Further , according to ancient Greek traditio n as 
enunciated in Ptolem y's Tetrabiblos, o nl y the 
" malevolent" planets, Mars a nd Saturn, are associated 
with death. Nevertheless , Leeds took Franklin ' 
prediction quite seriously. As printer and calculator 
of the American Almanac for 1734, Leeds indica ted 
that Franklin had made a complex "nativity" calcula -
tion as basis for his prediction. This suggests that at 
the time of Leeds ' birth Mercury was in conjunction 
with the sun but it does not explain why October 17, 
1733 was an auspicious date astrologically. 
Franklin continued to tease Leeds about hi s death 
in Poor Richard for 1734, 1735, 1740, and 1742, 
and in the 1734 issue Franklin even introduces a solar 
eclipse, a conjunction of the sun and moon, which is 
a bit more acceptable according to astrological 
tradition. However, it is likely that Franklin chose 
the date of the conjunction of Mercury and the sun 
since it was an event which occurred near the end 
of the year when people would think about buying 
their new almanacs . Franklin must have delighted in 
the apparent success of his ploy, ince the 1733 
Poor Richard went through three impress ions . 
Franklin's specific belief in "alignment" astrology 
is seen in several instances relating to eclipses . Eclipse 
of the sun are in effect a conjunction of the sun and 
moon, while eclipses of the moon are oppositions .9 
In Poor Richard for 1735-1737 total lunar eclipses 
portended dire circumstances for Germany as well as 
other monarchies of the past. Also in Poor Richard 
for 1740 the lunar eclip es s ignified "grief" and 
"tears" for women. The moon has been associated 
with females since ancient times. Traditionally, solar 
eclipses could be favorable or unfavorable signs, 
and Franklin refers to astrologers "haranguing" over 
them in Poor Richard for 1738. 
' Conjun cti on mea ns that the twO bodies a re in approx ima tely 
the same direction in the sky as seen from ea rth . 
' The bodies appear in opposite directions. 
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Comets 
Co met were very m uc h on Fra nklin ' s mind , but 
no t prim a ril y fo r a tro logica l rea o n . H a ll ey had 
made a predi cti o n that the comet which ha d a ppea red 
in 1531,1607 a nd 1682 was due to rea ppea r in 1758. 
Thi co me t wo uld thereafter be ca ll ed Halley' Comet , 
a nd it predi cted a ppa riti o n wo uld be o ne of ma n-
kind ' s m ajo r intell ec tua l ac hi eve me nt . Fra nklin 
menti o ned H a ll ey o r eluded to the a nti c ipa ted periodi c 
cha rac ter of comets in Poor Richard fo r 1749- 175 1, 
1754 , a nd 1757. In Poor Richard fo r 1750, Fra nklin 
ma kes a tra diti o na l astro log ica l refe re nce to comets 
being" fo rerunners l' f na ti o na l ca la mi ti e a nd threa t-
eners o f di vine ve ngea nce o n . a g uilt y wo rld " . 
Whis ton ' s a rgume nt c nce rning the Millennium, whi ch 
a ppea r in Poor Richard fo r 1751, i igni ficantl y 
influenced b y co met a ppa riti o n. Fra nklin ma kes 
a no th e r traditi o na l a tro log ica l a oc ia ti o n with 
comets a nd d ea th when he eul og izes J aco b T ay lor 
in Poor Richard fo r 1747 and 1748 . Fra nklin de cribes 
Ta ylo r 's soul as a meteor a nd al so menti o ns a comet 
in th e eul ogy. 'o One int eres ting co nsequence o f 
Ta ylo r' s d ea th is that Poor Richard wa e nla rged 
o r " improved" fo r 1748, pa rtl y as a co mpensa ti o n 
for Ta ylo r' s absence. II The differe nt fo rmat fo r the 
as tro nomi cal tabulations and g reatl y inc reased tex t 
is seen in Figures 5 & 6. 
Blood Letting 
The traditional Almanac Man appearing in Poor 
Richar(i for 1734, 1735 and 1738- 1741 is associated 
with bloodletting for cattle and the read ers . '2 The 
association appears in verse form above the Almanac 
Man in Poor Richard for 1738 (Figure 7). 
Strangely enough Franklin committ ed a taboo in 
Poor Richard for 1748 by not depicting the Almanac 
Man. A s reported by Sagendorph the year that Foul-
sham' s Old Moore's almanac omitt ed the Almanac 
Man there were no sales at all. Jl Thi s fate did not 
befall Franklin 's publication, howeve r, pa rtl y beca u e 
the 1748 is ue was a specia ll y "improved" almanac 
having been expanded from twenty-four to thirt y-six 
pages . Nevertheless , om is ion of the 1748 Almanac 
Man may have been for prac ti cal rea ons. In fa ct, 
the depiction of Franklin' s Almanac Man in Poor 
Richard for 1747 was noticeably deterio rating . Perhaps 
the woodcut was wearing out fr o m hea vy use. In 
any event Poor Richard for 1749 included a new 
IOMeteors and comets are discussed in Article III of this series. 
"Leonard W. Labaree, Editor, Papers of Benjamin Franklin 
(New Haven : Yale University Press, 1959). 
12 Article XIII. 
I3Robb Sagendorph, The Old Farmer's Almanac Sampler (New 
York: Ives Washburn, 1957), p. 6. 
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Figure 3: Page from 1751 issue of 
Poor Richard. 
Figure 4: Page from 1733 issue of 
Poor Richard. 
Figure 5: Page f rom 1738 issue of 
Poor Richard. 
and larger ver ion of the Alm a nac Ma n (Figure 8) 
who, ala, no longer at on a pumpkin. The issues of 
Poor Richard henceforth also incl uded woodcut depic-
tions of the signs of the zodiac with each mo nth 's 
a tronomical calculation . 
Along with the Almanac Man in Poor Richard 
for 1738, Franklin sugge t in ver e fo rm tha t the 
practice of blood letting was exercised on his wi fe 
(Figure 5) . Franklin i probably making a nother tradi -
tional association here with women and the moon , 
ince the Almanac Man and blood letting are both 
intimately a sociated with the moon . I t is not acciden-
tial that blood letting is discussed here during the 
month of January. Astrologically the igns of Capricorn 
and Aquariu are the be t to blood let and cup . The 
date in which the sun appear in Capricorn a nd 
Aquariu are December 22-February 18 which com-
pletely overlaps January. " 
"Artide XIII gives ra tiona le for lhe appropr ia lene of b lood-
lell ing in Ca pricorn a nd Aquari u 
Weather 
Fra nklin wa quite "plea ed" with hi a trological 
ab il ity to predict weather accura tely to the day. 
Thi ex pa nded upon in di ffe rent ways in Poor 
Richard fo r 1737, 1739 and 175 3. It rather doubt-
ful tha t Franklin was as accurate as he implied 
a bout predict ing a particula r type of weather " to 
the day ," a nd he i quite ague about the technique 
empl oyed. While he sounds serious about weather 
predictions, he make hiJariou fun of the "astrologers" 
who predict wea ther in Poor Richard for 1739 
(Figure 9) . Franklin indicates that weather prediction 
is a easy "as piss ing abed" and proceed s to make a 
farce of weather prediction . He say astrologer, for 
example , look at Taurus (the Bull) through a telescope 
a nd ob erve the bull stomping , swinging his tail, 
tretching hi neck and opening his mouth which in 
turn produce wind and thunder here on earth, and 
of cour e you mu t take into account the delay 
caused by the great di stance to the star . He continues 
his farce with involvements with Virgo, the virgin, 
and April showers . 
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Apparently Franklin had changing, or internally 
inconsistent ideas here regarding weather prediction. 
It appears that he was serious about weather predic-
tions initially because he gives some idea of how he 
went about it. In his bound collection of English 
almanacs for 1732 he includes a "Table to make a 
judgement of the weather in Hartley". 
Popular Astronomy 
Poor Richard included a rich variety of astronomical 
discussions, a feature which at the time was popular. 
Franklin's almanacs probably carried more educational 
material in the two decades from 1735 to 1755 than 
all other Almanacs in America at that time, put 
together. The issues for 1736, 1745, 1749, 1753 and 
1754 (Figure 10) include data on the planets and solar 
system character. This was quite natural since the 
forefront of astronomy at that time dealt with celestial 
mechanics. The 1748 and 1752 issues dealt with the 
history of astronomy and calendars, respectively. 
In Poor Richard for 1743 and 1753 Franklin gives 
discussions of the transits of Mercury and Venus .15 
While these are rather technical subjects for the public 
Franklin includes them because of the importance 
to astronomy. Observations of these transits will 
eventually allow astronomers to calibrate sizes and 
" A transit occurs when either Mercury or Venus appear to 
cross over the disk of the sun. 
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Figure 6: Two Pages 
from 1748 issue of im-
proved Poor Richard. 
Figure 7: Almanac Man 
from 1738 issue of Poor 
Richard. 
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dis tances in th e so la r system . 
One o f Franklin 's practical pieces of education 
appea red in Poor Richard for 175 1. It dea lt \ ith 
e lling cl ocks and watches accu rate ly. tated in 
hi s a lmanacs, th e sun ' ris ing a nd etting were fre-
qu entl y g iven s ince people tend ed to u e thi info r-
m a ti o n to set th eir timepiece. Since a lm a nac are 
tra diti o nall y computed for apparent so la r ti me, the 
tim e on e wou ld e t a watch fo r di ffered b y a va ryi ng 
quantit y of minute in th e course o f th e yea r because 
watches and clo cks run uniforml y and m ea ure mean 
so la r tim e . These correc tions , sometime re ferred to 
a s the eq uation of ti me, were tabulated by Fra nklin , 
d ai ly, for the year. Eventuall y the equati o n o f time 
correctio ns wo u ld be incl uded in a ll a lmanac and 
wo uld be lis ted under " sun slow" or " sun fa t " 
co lumns . 
In Poor Richard fo r 1752 Fra nklin incl uded an 
ex pla na ti o n of the switch fr o m the Juli a n o r O ld 
Figure 8: A lmanac Man from 1749 issue of Poor 
Richard. 
I T ilt: All.tto1l1Y of Man 's b()lly a: govern '<I 
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t Ie alendar to the Grego r ia n te m. atho li 
urope had made thi hange in the 16th entu r 
while P rote tant urope and me ri a d id no t fo ll o \ 
until tl\ O centurie later. ra n li n dut ifull e pla ined 
ho\\ the calendar \ ould be kep t in be tt e r pha e 
\ ith the ea on b euminati ng e le en d a fro m the 
month of eptember (Figure II ) in I 52 a nd fo llo \ ing 
new ru le for the introd u t io n , o r lac k o f introduc-
t io n , of leap year. 
The year I 52 repre ented a hig h poi nt in Franklin 
a lma nac ca ree r . He printed ix a lmanac title that 
yea r , m ore tha n in a n o ther ea r . The e a lmanac 
were th e A merican A lmanack, American Country 
A Im anack, Barbadoes A lmanac, eu-Eingerichteter 
A mericanische Geschichts-Kalender, Pocket A Imanack 
and Poor Richard impro ed . 
The inte re t ing pheno menon of an almanac ca lcu-
lat o r o r printer peaking in hi profe io nal ca reer 
around a major event of a tronomica l in terest ha 
Figure 9: Page f rom J 739 issue of Poor Richard. 
'Kmd R~adtl', . t ' 
-./ - . N c:ou,. gc:d by thy fo rme r Gcncrafi ty, l ance 
~ mure ptcfenr tilee wit ~ an :\Im~ ndd: . ", hlcil 
i [he- 7th of my Publlcatton. --- W.hli e tholt 
a.r [ pur: ing P':llce in my Pocker , ~,Ild . rU' nl fh lni> m\ 
Cotr-Il:e II i. h N eccff"jTI CS, Poqy DI(~ I ~ no t un ml o<1 
t ul ":i..~ 0 f() methmgJ oLth) Beut/' r. T he ~ r ;! ' ~ dr e:: ) 
WdlCh 'd as liarrow ly as old Be! 1 v.d tch\\ her D,wgh-
tCf, th de thou may fi be acqu.lI.nlcd Irh the ir 1\10-
t iO Il' , and ro ld a T ale of lhel r I nfl ue: nces and Ef 
f"eE'r . which may do thee: r~ o re good th.m a D ream 
of 1.1H Y ea r" Snow. . 
In narant 'flie n ,,;'onde r how we: Alh ofoge:rs fore· 
tel l the V\' eather 10 e:x ,laIy , un lcfs w e deai ", ith the 
okl bldck Devi l Alas ! 'r is a ~ et\ fy as piffing abed. 
F~)r-.1 111 t..dJCe ; The Scac gaz.er pe:cP) at the Heavem 
:rtre ' a long G lafs : He fees perhaps rJ_,J UR US, Or 
rhe g re<J r 15ull , In a migh ty Chafe, ./lampi nl; on I.he 
F loof of i1L Houfe, fw inging hiS T ad about , firclch · 
ilW 0 :.1: h~ .. Neck, and ope:ning wide: h is Mouth ' TI~ nato .al fro m thefe App!.!arances to jUdge th ll[ 
('I)j fu rio us Bull ' t.; pulling, blowing, aDd roari ng 
~ ifbnc being tonli<1 -::r'd , and Time allow'd for all 
rI, i . to come down, the:r e: you have 'v\'i nd 111d Th un · ~ 
d Lf I lL- {'pies pe,h"ps f/[ RGO (or the V irgi n ;) lhe 
r ll r r;~ h er Head rOll od as it we re to fe:e if an y bod y 
obfe rv'd h<:r; then crollch ing down gently, v.ich 
IICC t1Jnd ; on her K nees, fuc looks wiftfully fo , a 
whil e: li '!ht forw:l ,d He judge~ rightl y what the's 
db u- : 'And hav ing c~ lcula<cd the Diftancc and al · 
10 .' '<I T ime t OI i' \ Fai ling, find s rh<lt next 'Sp . in ~ 
-He fh .I I have a fi ne April fhow er. Wha~ can b~ 
mOlL 1l 3' lHJI :mel Cdfy thal\ Ih is ! I might inft am.c 
the like ill Il ':lny other p'i1 ricu b rs. ; bur this may be 
iiHfici, 1lf to p rt've nr OUr being taken (Of Conjure:rs , 
o the y.ond <" tfui K no wledge to be found in rbe Stars ! 
E '/cn rl e lrnallcfi Things arc Yo rinen there, if yo\! 
had but Skill to read. y\ ' h::n my Brother J us n 
eretted a ~ch eme to know whic h was bell fo r his 
(i ck Horfe , to fup a new-la id E gg, Or a linit" Rrorn, 
he found that the Sr-atS plainly gave their Verdilt 
for 
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Figure 10: Page from 1754 issue of Poor Richard. 
been di scussed twice in this series. Egelmann's 
contributions reached a high point around the second 
predicted apparition of Halley' s comet. '6 Christoph 
Saur, Sr., peaked around the switch to the Gregorian 
system, 17 and so did Franklin. The Poor Richard 
almanacs around 1752 (1751-1754) have a much bigger 
content of astrological and astronomical information 
and include the clock-setting di scuss ion . These four 
issues, along with issues for 1748-1750 containing 
history, played no small role in establishing the 
" Article VII. 
" Article X on Saur , 
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Planet hoe any Satellite or Moon be 
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roubled ruddy Light. f.om whence, and from 
A ppcarance ul the fixed Stall ne., hi. 80· 
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with a ve ry ,rof! At'l' ofphtfe, .nd th.t t 
AppurlDce of Belt' or Fold" u pOD hi. F 
Page from 1752 issue of Poor Richard. 
popular magazine tradition in America. 
Of the principal almanac calculators in America 
at that time the only ones including the switch to 
the Gregorian calendar were Theophilus Grew and 
John Jerman. Franklin printed the Almanack for 1735 
and Barbadoes Almanac for 1752, computed by 
Grew, and various issues of Almanack and A merican 
Almanack, computed by Jerman. Two calculators 
who did not make the switch in 1752 were Thomas 
More and Nathaniel Ames. Franklin printed various 
issues of Almanac and American Country Almanack, 
computed by More, while Ames was a New England 
almanac calculator. 
David Ritlenhou e 
David Rillenhouse wa by far the most out tanding 
member of the Pennsyl ania German community to 
become involved with national endea or regarding 
astronomy. 's He alo computed for a number of 
almanacs, including two in the German language. 
Biographer of Rittenhouse ha e drawn parallel 
between him and ewton. Both ewton and Ritten-
house as yout hs were innuenced by available almanac. 
As explained by Babb '9, Rittenhou e read Poor 
Richard and tried to ob erve two total eclip es of 
the moon. At about age eleven, R ittenhouse witne ed 
the ecli p e of October I , 1743 at 10:00 P.M. with 
hi s unc le. Ri ttenhouse eventua ll y p layed an important 
part in making observations from his orriton farm 
observatory of the transit of Venus. The tran it of 
" Anicle V III. 
" Mauri ce J . Babb , 1932, " David Rittenhouse," Pellllsylvania 
Magazille oj His /ory alld Biography, vol. 56, pp . 204-206 . 
Figure 12: Page f rom 1742 issue of Poor Richard. 
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enu had been di cus ed b Franklin in ome of 
hi Poor Richard almanac 
Conclu ion 
Benjamin Franklin under tood and u ed a trolog 
in the non-occult en e of the \ ord a u ed in the 
th Century, and had ufficient mathemati al abilit , 
a exhibited in his almanac calculation, to be an 
a trologer. H i friend and neighbor frequently made 
request (Figure 12) of him to make astrological 
judgement requiring horary diagram \ ho e erec-
tion and interpretation require the utmo t in a tro-
logica l facilit . 20 Although Franklin de cribed him elf 
a an CIa trologer" there i in ufficient e idence to 
attach the label to him. Furthermore Franklin i"nd icated 
that he neither had the time nor inclination to practice 
the reque ted astro logy. " In mo t case Franklin 
treated the subject with tongue-in -cheek . 
Franklin' astrological knowledge was most effec-
tive ly used for entertainment and educa tional purposes 
in Poor Richard. His stylized a nd humorous approach 
in prose and ver e very likely increased hi s almanac 
sa les. " Franklin' astro logical knowledge a lso somewhat 
co lo red hi s views of certai n a rea of natio nal circum-
stances, women' s behaviour, the home remedy of 
blood letting, and possibly weather prediction. 
While Franklin's astrology was va ri ed and copious, 
hi s contempo rary, Saur, also di played a respectable 
va ri ety and supply of astrology in hi s Hoch Deutsch 
Americanische Calender. 
Franklin and Saur very likel y provided the American 
people with the greatest assortment of astrology in 
their time. Poor Richard contained a great deal of 
prac ti ca l information along a s tronomi ca l lines . 
Furthermore, its readers were made aware of the 
most interesting intellectual ideas in the forefront of 
astronomical resea rch at the time. 
Franklin's involvement with astro logy appears limited 
to his writings in Poor Richard and therefore represents 
hi s perspectives before he had reached the age of fifty. 
During hi s last thirty-four years there does not appear 
to be any substantive involvement with astrology as 
evidenced in 'the literature. The astronomy gleaned 
by Franklin through his astrological and popular 
astronomy involvements generally helped him in his 
profess ional Ii fe in dealings with a stronomers of 
importance at the national and international level. 
In view of the fact that Poor Richard appeared in 
co lonial times when communications in the colonies 
we re relat ively limited, Benjamin Franklin helped to 
shape astrological thought of the populace in early 
America. 
lO Poor Richard for 1742. 
" Poor Richard for 1742. 
" Franklin' s astrological knowledge was sprin kled into a lma nac 
verse via medieval alchemy. In Poor Richard for 1733 he refers 
to Salurn and lead; for 1748, to the un and gold; for 1758, to 
the moon and si lver; for 1756, to the conversion of lead into gold. 
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Wilhelm Nast and the 
A major figure in the world of American-German 
religion in the 19th Century was Wilhelm Nast 
(1807 -1899), a native of Stuttgart and descendant of 
a distinguished family of Lutheran clergymen. In 
1828 he emigrat~d to America, where he is remem-
bered as the founder of German Methodi sm, the 
German-language wing of the Methodi st Episcopal 
Church, which until the 20th Century had its own 
conferences, colleges, periodicals, and other institu-
tions. Two major biographies have been written of 
Nast, (I) Paul F. Douglass, The Story of German 
Methodism: Biography of an Immigrant Soul (New 
German Universalists 
Edited by Don Yoder 
York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1939), which 
begins with Nast's life and continues with a detailed 
history of his church; and (2) Carl Wittke, William 
NasI: Patriarch of German Methodism (Detroit: 
Wayne State University Press, 1959). 
Both works appear to have missed the correspon-
dence about Nast in the Trumpet and Universalist 
Magazine (Boston), Volume X (Volume I, New 
Series), for Saturday, January 17, 1829. This issue 
of the American Universalist periodical, edited by 
Russell S. Streeter and Thomas W . Whittemore, 
includes an article based on an autobiographical 
Duncan's Island, Perry County, Pennsy lvania, Nas{ 's first American home. 
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Wilhelm Nast (1807-1899). Frontispiece to Douglass, 
The Story of German Methodism. 
letter sent by Nast to Editor Whittemore, plus a 
letter by Dr. H. R. Schetterly, a Pennsylvania German 
living in the vicinity of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 
on the prospects of a German-language mission to 
preach the Universalist gospel among the German-
speaking population of Pennsylvania. This was the 
period when Universalism - a liberal and anti-
revivalist denomination centered in New England -
was making a number of influential convert in 
Lancaster, Berks, and adjoining counties. In connec-
tion with this mission a new religious periodical 
entitled Der Frohliche Botschafter began publication 
in Marietta, Lancaster County, beginning in 1828. 
For details on this little-known religious movement 
among the Pennsylvania Germans, see my article, 
"Der Frohliche Botschafter: An Early American Univer-
salist Magazine," The American-German Review, 
X:5 (June 1944), 13-16. 
Nast's connections with the Pennsylvania Germans 
include his residence in the Susquehanna Valley 
(on Duncan's Island near Millersburg) in 1828, 
where he first became acquainted with Methodism 
through the circuit-riders of the Baltimore Conference. 
He also appears to have corresponded with various 
Lutheran and Reformed clergymen as well as the 
German Universalists. He declined a call to Gettys-
burg Theological eminary 10 go 10 Ihe t ililar 
cadem at e I Point 10 lea h German. He laler 
wa in ited 10 Ken on ollege al Gambier, Ohio. 
Ohio ralher Ihan Penn I ania appeared 10 be 
de liny. There he mel a German ethodi I 
e angeli t named dam iller, an e '- mi hman 
from a orner et ount, Penn I ania, famil , \ ho 
wa in trumental in hi con er ion 10 the ethodi t 
iew of religion. In 1 35 a t wa appointed a 
German vangeli I for the O hio o n ference. He 
ellied in incinnati \ hich he made the center fo r 
the new German Methodi t mi ion in the nited 
tate . There he founded the jou rna l Der Chri tliche 
Apologete (named for the Engli h-Ia nguage Methodi t 
Christian Advocate) and remained it ed ilOr unt il 
hi on Albert J . ast took 0 er in 1892 . 
Germa n Methodism, de pite it minor ity statu 
in the Methodist Episcopal Church, made orne 
innovat ions in introducing the deacone s y tern into 
the work of the church, in philanthropic and ho pital 
projects, and above all in introducing Methodism in 
its American variety into Germany and Switzerland, 
where theological seminaries and publishing hou e 
were operated in Frankfurt and Zurich . 
In taking Methodism as a missionary movement 
into Germany in 1849-1850, Nast ' German Methodist 
movement pioneered in introducing the "free church" 
system into state-church territories on the continent 
of Europe. The Evangelical Association (Evangelische 
Gemeinschaft) , a German-American denomination 
based on Methodism and founded in Pennsylvania 
by Jacob Albrecht (Albright) about 1800, followed 
with a miss ion on the continent. The Evangelicals 
are of course today a part of the new United 
Methodist Church, founded in 1959 as a union of 
the Methodist Church (it elf a union of 1939 of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South, and the Methodist Protestant Church) 
and the two Pennsylvania German "daughter" 
denominations, the United Brethren in Christ and 
the Evangelical Church (formerly the Evangelical 
Association). 
Nast ' s "Universalist" correspondence was only a 
temporary phase in the orientation of an' American 
emigrant to the American Protestant religious system 
of the 19th Century. The university-trained, talented 
young emigrant was evidently wooed by the Univer-
salist forces, but hi real destiny lay with the Metho-
dist mission to the American Germans. We publish 
the letters a they appeared in the Trumpet and 
Universalist Magazine in 1829 for the light they 
shed on a hitherto hidden period of Wilhelm Nast's 
life - his brief flirtation with Universalism before 
he became committed to Methodism - and as a 
little-known chapter in the religious history of the 
Pennsylvania Germans. - EDITOR. 
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ANOTHE.R GERMAN CONVERT. 
"Europe her best tribute brings." 
Severa l weeks since we received a letter from a 
respectable physician, in Pennsylvania, communicating 
the intelligence, that the Rev. Wm· .• Nast, " a young 
gentleman of great abilities," had recentl y a rri ved in 
tha t place from Germany, whence he had been driven 
in the consequence of his belief in Universali sm; -
th~t he was engaged in , and had nearly fini shed a 
translation of Rev. H. Ballou's Treatise on Atonement, 
and Notes on the Parables, into the German language. 
In answer to a letter addressed to our highly respected 
correspondent, we have received another epistle from 
him, and one from Mr. Nast himself. Having resided 
but three months in America, Mr. N . finds great 
difficulty in the use of the English language; yet he 
expresses himself as well as could be expected of any 
person, who, being a total stranger to it, had studied 
it no longer. The following account of this gentleman 
will be interesting to the reader. 
His father was a councillor of the king of Wurttem-
berg . His parents were of the Lutheran denomination, 
and died while he was a child. His family belonged 
to that class of pious people, who, like the Methodists, 
but without their fanaticism, believed themselves, in a 
more particular sense, converted to God. He was 
educated strictly in these religious principles. In the 
fourteenth year of his age, having made the necessary 
progress in Latin, Greek and Hebrew, he was adopted 
into one of the first seminaries in his native country, 
and thus saw his greatest desire fulfilled. His associa-
tes here were a set of "merry fellows, not at all 
thinking about their future destiny". Here he studied 
ancient literature, the higher branches of philology 
and universal history. These were preparatory to the 
study of phi,losophy and divinity at the University. 
The striking contradiction between the doctrines and 
the lives of the professors, gave him a contemplative 
turn of mind. He rather shunned society. His religious 
feelings became very ardent, and he read the wri~ings 
of Zinzendorf and Swedenborg. "But," says he, "the 
more ardently I prayed, the more an uneasiness, 
inexplicable to me, was increasing. I felt myself every 
day unhappier. The world being too narrow for my 
heart, I fell into a discord with myself, and of course, 
with God. Comparing good and evil, I found so 
horrible a superiority of evil, that I shuddered. - From 
this darkness Jacob Boehmen's Aurora delivered me. 
lt was a twilight, not the full blaze of the meridian 
sun. This .world appeared no more a painted sepulchre. 
From a subsequent course of reasoning, I became fully 
convinced, that all . sin and death must be swallowed 
up by eternal life, as revealed in Christ." 
About this time he entered the higher Seminary of 
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the Uni versity, where he tudied philosoph y, poetry, 
and di vini ty . At the sight of the es tabll hed orthodox 
system, he shuddered, to use hi own word, "as if he 
had een the head o f Medu a". _. He resolved to 
fi ght against this da rkness. Cowardice he felt him elf 
inca pa bl e o f, since he had seen uch glorious light. He 
openly confe sed and defended all hi s view by treatise 
and disputations . He was informed he could not, in 
hi s situation , long pursue his present cour e. This 
he well knew, and was rather surpri sed at the patience 
manifested by hi orthodox professor. The rea on of 
this indulgence he states to be, that one of the highe t 
clergy in the countr y, who was also the President of 
the Consistory, was a brother-in ~ law to him. - "In 
this strict o rthodox man," says Mr. ast, " he having 
been not a little disappointed at my preceding heterodox 
piety and 'mystical fancifulness,' now arose a holy 
wrath . After having pursued the fir st cour e of 
divinity in this Institution, I declared to him my deter-
mination to abandon this religious school and apply 
myself to other sciences, not willing to swear a terrible 
oath to preach a doctrine I did not believe. He, 
calling back the forlorn child of God, threatened me 
with his everlasting indignation, representing the 
consequences and misfortunes that would doubtless 
befall me. At last he assured me I would not receive 
a cent from my family to prosecute my studies 
farther, and that he would never grant me any 
professorship in my native country. This answer I had 
anticipated; and having provided sustenance already 
by publishing some of my writings, I left the Seminary. 
All my pious sisters wrote me farewell letters, full of 
the warmest tears, particularly that deare t one, the 
wife of the very man above mentioned. Like the 
woman mentioned in your paper, she told me how 
severe and hard her duty was, how she struggled to 
qlienate her affections from her brother, once beloved 
above all others of the family, but now become an 
enemy to God by embracing such erroneous sentiments. 
Looking on these scenes as being connected necessarily 
with this world, and turning off from the study of 
theological systems, I soon got rid of my grief; and 
beholding the glory of the Father full of grace 
and truth, I lived with a few beloved friends in a 
world of our own; i.e. in a .high, beautiful and 
imaginative world, where we met the poets of olden 
time, and the philosophers and lofty spirits of all 
ages." -
The close of Mr. Nast's letter shall be given in his 
own words: -
Here I must conclude . It would be a great satis-
faction to me, to give you, at last, an account of 
my abrupt departure from my native home, and 
particularly my . views of the doctrine once delivered 
to the Saints. But I find myself unable to proceed 
LO furth er pa rticul ars. Indeed. what ha been \Hlllen 
was don e with much la bor, a nd in a language, to 
the idi o m of which I a m a lm o t a tranger. I could 
no t well ex press , what I had intended . Perhap you 
are able LO read erman . If 0, plea e let me knovv, 
and a full communicatio n, if de ired , hall oon 
follow ; if not , I hall delay it until I fi nd more lei ure, 
and become able LO write in the ngli h la nguage, to 
which I am devoting all my pare time. 
My obj ect in coming to thi s country wa ,and till 
i , to promote knowledge untrammeled by a ny human 
autho rity; but I fee l a particular des ire to di eminate 
truth , a it i in Je us, to which a ll my feeble endea or 
sha ll be directed to the utmo t of my power. May I 
oon have the plea ure of hearing from you aga in , a nd 
enjoy the fe llowship of a weet communion with the 
erva nt of ou r Lord ! With the deepe t feeling of 
frie ndship I bid you, fo r the present, adieu! 
Rev. T. Whittemo re. Yours respectfull y, 
WILLlA 1 AST 
The following extract of a letter from Dr. H. R. 
Schetterly , the correspondent before referred to, will 
communicate some additional information concerning 
Mr. Nast, viz: that he has fini shed the translation 
of Ballou's Treatise, and has received an invitation 
to teach the languages at a German Seminary in 
Pennsylvania. It contains al 0 some highly interesting 
information on other topics. 
Esteemed Friend - Sixteen numbers of the "Trum-
pet" have come to hand. They have been the means of 
transporting my mind beyond the confines of the 
narrow sphere, in which it has been accustoned to 
move. From them I learn that the Rev. Hosea Ballou 
i not, as I had imagined, the only eminent servant 
of the great Jehovah. Oh no! the East, the birth 
place of light in my native hemisphere, furnishes 
many like luminaries, whose voice, it is hoped, has 
been heard far and wide, and will ultimately extend, 
even unto the end of these beloved U. States, until 
the mountains shall re-echo the prai e of the Lord, 
to the downfall of an idolatrous and fanatic priest-
hood, who, God forgive them! instead of preaching 
the Gospel, as commanded by the great high priest 
of our and their own salvation, are daily engaged in 
contending, with all their might, against that very 
doctrine, which they profess to teach. Yet, strange 
as it is, some of them have privately confessed to 
me, that they believe in the final reconciliation of 
all· but that "thl d tnne I not ' al ulated to be 
pr~ached to the people at thl time". tho~gh the 
bright effulgen e of the meridian un, \\ ould Im.oh e 
the \\ earied oiurner in the deepe t gloom of nigh t. 
Wilhelm Nast and two of his children . Albert ast 
(left) succeeded his father as editor of the Christficher 
Apologete. 
We have no Univer alist preacher, nearer than 
Philadelphia, but there are many believers . Yet, alas! 
most of them do not know, that it i explicity taught 
by the Bible, having been 0 much benighted by the 
Orthodox perversions of it, that they have not read 
and thought for themselves. A super titious veneration 
for the sacred treasure, exists among the people, 
rather than a pious estimate of its contents. -
Methodistical fanaticism enshrouds a large portion of 
the community, but notwithstanding all their exertions 
to stifle truth, here and there, among their own sect, 
a few are beginning to obtain a glimpse of the true 
light, as may be learned from their daily admonitions 
to guard against the heretical doctrine, (as they are 
pleased to call Universalism,) as well as from other 
sources. 
There being but few English readers in my 
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immediate VICinity, I have, as yet, not been able to 
procure any subscribers for the "Trumpet". Indeed, 
I estimate it so highly, that I feel loth to send any 
numbers to my. distant friends, where it w9uld re-
commend itself much more powerfully, than anything 
I could say in favor of it, as I have concluded to 
preserve and have them bound for the use of my 
rising family. 
I feel great joy on account of the news from 
Lancaster County, contained in the "Trumpet," and 
have written to Mr. Myers to forward the "Prospectus" 
(for Der Frohliche Botschafter) . There is no doubt 
but I shall be able to obtain a goodly number of 
subscribers for it, among my German friends. What 
joyful anticipations of good may not be indulged to 
result to Pennsylvania, from that publication, aided 
by the spirit of the omnipresent God? 
Universalism is not confined to the Eastern Counties 
of this State alone. Since I have made it the subject 
of my private conversation, I have met with many 
persons from various parts of the State, who confessed 
their belief. In three of the neighboring Counties, 
Union, Mifflin, and Perry, perhaps 20 or 30 might 
be counted within my own knowledge, and there are 
doubtless many more with whom I have not conversed. 
But there being no preachers, and the ministers of 
darkness and death suppressing liberal principles, 
wherever they find them, very few indeed are bold 
enough to avow their sentiments openly, and in the 
face of day . Thus the infant children, of the "one 
and only true God" are doomed to walk under cover 
of moral darkness, and in the shadow of death. 
Mr. Kay, the Unitarian minister of Harrisburg, 
occassionally preaches to us, and is admired by many, 
as well as myself, for the clearness and force of his 
reasoning; but, his sermons want many of the beauties 
of the Gospel, on account of his never speaking of 
the grand, and final destiny of the human family as 
revealed in the sacred volume, he being privately an 
advocate of annihilation. 
Mr. Nast has finished his translations of Rev. H. 
Ballou's treaties on "Atonement" and the "Parables," 
but unfortunately, in consequence of his misfortunes, 
is not able to get them printed at his own expense. 
Although he is not perfect in the English . language, 
so as to write composition, he has finished the trans-
lations, as far as I am able to judge, in an energetic 
and superior German style, without any detriment 
whatever to the sense, or the lucid manner in which 
the subjects are handled. We are trying to find some 
person, who will . undertake to print them in this 
country, before he sends them to Europe; and I have 
no fear but we shall be able to succeed, in some 
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way or other, to accomplish this noble object also. -
Mr. Nast, as yet, has no stated employment. He has, 
however, received an invitation to teach the language 
in the Lutheran Seminary at Gettysburg. * If no other 
prospect should offer, he wiH, I expect, embrace the 
proffered boon, until he can do better. Let fortune 
direct him whither he will, he will be devoted to the 
great cause of disseminating truth. 
I have directed my book-merchant Mr. Henry 
McGowan of Harrisburg, to procure me Rev. Mr. 
Balfour's three Inquiries, Rev. Mr. Ballou's three 
Treatises, and Mr. Loveland's Greek Lexikon, which, 
when they come to hand, shall be lent to such of my 
friends as will read. - There is nO doubt but many 
copies of these works might be sold in this State, if 
they were in market; indeed, a number of persons 
have asked me where Ballou's works could be had, 
but all my efforts to get them have uniformly been 
frustrated. 
If any of your travelling brethren ever come to this 
State, will you be so kind as to send them into this 
moral wilderness. 
Here I must conclude, and do so, with grateful 
feelings of friendship for all those, particularly, who 
have engaged actively in the service of Jehovah. Tell 
Mr. Ballou, I have cherished and shall never cease 
to cherish for him the fondest attachment. 
H. R. SCHETTERLY 
REV. T. WHITTEMORE. 
• Theological Seminary, Gellrysi;Jurg. - The Lutheran Church 
is said to be extending rapidly in New York, Pennsylvania, 
Maryland and Virginia, and especially in the West. It has 
not generally encouraged theological education. Their Semina-
ry, however, which commenced operations in Oct. 1826, 
is rising; and efforts are making to support a second Pro-
fessor, to fill the office from Germany, and to afford every 
facilily for the study of German Literature. Ten persons have 
subscribed 100 dollars each, on condition that 100 shares 
shall be subscribed in 12 months. - Recorder. 
Vegetables tn the Pennsylvania Cuisine: 
Folk-Cultural Questionnaire No. 47 
Benjamin Rush and other commented a early 
as the 18th Century on the type of egetable gro n 
by the Pennsylvania farmer, particularly the Penn-
ylvania German . bove a ll they mentioned cabbage 
which was made into the staple di h, auerkraul. 
Traveler in the 19th Century co mmented on Penn yl-
vania's elaborate kitchen ga rdent. ince egetable 
form so basic a component in Penn ylvania cookery, 
we end out this questionnaire to gather material from 
our readers on the types of vegetable grown hi torically 
in Penn ylvania and how they were u ed on Penn yl-
vania tab le . 
I . Garden Vegetables. What were the princi pal 
garden vegetables grown in Pennsylvania kitchen 
ga rdens in the past? What vegetables common to 
American cuisines today were not usuall y grown 
in the 19th and ear ly 20th Centurie ? 
2. Wild Vegetables. What vegetable product 
were used from the fields or woods, for example, 
dandelions and other green, artichokes , and mu h-
rooms? 
3. Storage of Vegetables. How were vegetab les 
sto red for the winter? Describe the cellars, vau lts, 
cave, bins and other storage places for vegetable. 
Describe the burial procedures for potatoes, cabbage, 
and other vegetables that were needed for winter use. 
Where in the house or outbuildings were vegetables 
normally stored? Do our Pennsy lvania German 
readers remember the term " Speicher," used for a 
small building erected specifically for food storage? 
4. Preservation of Vegetables. Vegetables which we 
now freeze or can were earlier preserved by souring , 
fermenting, or drying. Will readers describe as many 
of the ways of vegetable preservation as they re-
member. What vegetables were pickled and what 
processes and formulas were used to pickle them? 
What vegetables were dried and how were they dried? 
If you are familiar with the "dry houses" that 
used to stand on Pennsylvania farms, please describe 
those known to you, adding drawings if possible. 
5. Sauerkraut . Will readers describe the process 
of making sauerkraut as they remember it. Were 
cabbage planes (Pennsylvania German: Grauthowwef) 
used for slicing the cabbage? How was sauerkraut 
"stomped"? Was it ever, in your memory, or in 
the memories of your parents or grandparents, 
"stomped" by foot, as grapes are (were) pres ed out 
in some of the Mediterranean countries? What types 
of crocks and other implements were involved in 
the preparation and storage of sauerkraut? Where 
was it stored in the farmhouse to "ripen," and 
how long did the ripening process last? 
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6. Cooking of Vegetable. De ribe lhe di he 
made of coo ed \egelable lhal you remember from 
your childhood. \Vhal \egetable were ooked alone, 
hich were ooked LOgelher \\ ilh olher? " hi h 
egetable ere cooked \\ ilh meal? Ho\\ much pi 109 
or na oring of egetable di he , \ ilh herb, inegar, 
or olher condiment, do ou remember? hich 
vegetable di he in 01 ed au e ? 
7. Vegetables in Salad Form. hich egelable 
were u ed for cold alad? How \ ere the ecoid 
di he prepared? ere cold alad er ed the ear 
round on Penn I ania lable ? Penn yl ania German 
ha e a preference for hOl alad - lelluce or 
other green with bacon dre ing, hOl potato alad, 
etc. Will you de cribe the e di he a er ed in your 
parent' or gra ndparent' home? 
8. Marketing of Vegetables. If 
"tended" market in any of the Penn 
de cribe the marketing of egetable a 
it. Were prepared vegetable dishe 
law, sa uerkraut and other pecialtie 
along with fre h vegetable? 
yo ur familie 




9. Vegetables as Animal Fodder. Which vegetables 
were used for feeding the farm animal ? Where were 
they tored? Were the e fodder vegetable ever cooked 
before feeding? 
10 . Dialectology and Lore of Vegetable Cui ine. 
Will reader share with u the lore a ociated with 
vegetables and vegetable di he - so ngs, storie, 
rhyme, proverb, or aying that you remember. 
Al 0 write down for u na mes of vegetables and 
vegetable di he, particularly the unu ua l one, in 
English , Penn ylvania German, or other ethnic 
languages of Pennsylvania. 
Send your replie to : 
Dr. Don Yoder 
Logan Hall Box 13 
University of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19174 
.JULY 2-S-4-5 
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For The Folk Festival Brochure Write To: 
PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE SOCIETY 
College Blvd . and Vine, Kutztown, Pennsylvania 19530 
The Festival and its Sponsorship 
The Kutztown Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a 
nonprofit educational corporation affiliated with U RSINUS COllEGE, College-
ville, Pennsylvania. The Society'S purposes are threefold: First, the demonstrating 
and displaying of the lore and folkways of the Pennsylvania Dutch through the 
annual Kutztown Folk Festival; second, the collecting , studying, archiving and 
publishing the .Iore of the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania through the publi-
cation of PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE Magazine; and third, using the proceeds 
for scholarships and general educational purp~es at URSINUS COllEGE. 
